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SPECI A L L ET T ER

Greetings to you all!
Hanyue offers a unique take on Korean culture, and for our 10th issue, we explore the
concept of the “village.”
The word “village” has become a trendy travel keyword. In a sense, villages provide a
microcosm of an entire country’s culture. Over the past few years, Korea has experienced
the growth of “urban villages,” such as Gyeongridan, Hwangridan and Mangmidan. These
new cultural hotspots are a hit among the young, providing a bright outlook for both the
villages and the young people who live in and frequent them. Chefs at local eateries cook
with seasonal ingredients, cozy bookstores buzz with activity and traditional-style handicrafts
shops pop up everywhere. And at the center of it all are lively markets, joyful music festivals
and community-centered ethic. People are brought together by the space itself, and it is there
that they create a new culture.
These new spots share much in common with the old-fashioned villages of a time gone
by. Our ancestors once lived in rural villages where the community spirit was palpable and
inalienable, and it feels as though the latest trend in “urban villages” channels time-honored
wisdom. The essence and art of traditional Korean culture lies in the way that individuals
interact in large communities. Through their village lives, Koreans in the past created a
colorful and artistic spirit. The youth of 2018 is now summoning this very same spirit in its new
urban communities.
All of this youthful bustle has ushered in a new wave of Korean metropolitan cultural
trends, including craft beer, home-baked food and eye-catching bags to name but a few.
This issue of Hanyue will introduce a selection of these trends, and will provide insights into
LEE ME-KYEOUNG Persimmon Tree Shop 2016
© IMAZOO GALLERY

a few lesser-known hidden village gems that encapsulate perfectly what it means to be a
modern Korean. After all, experiencing true local culture is what lies at the heart of every
great journey. So get ready to travel – and lose yourself – in a world of exciting features and
thought-provoking content.
We also pay homage to the villages of the past, and explore how rural Korean villagers
once helped forge the country’s contemporary culture. These stories from yesteryear will help
shed precious insight on the origins of modern urban village culture.
We sincerely hope you enjoy exploring villages both old and new with this issue of
Hanyue – and discover a world full of novelty, sophistication, comfort and joy.
Phillip Chun, Chairman of the PARADISE Group

Hanyue showcases the beauty of Korean culture and tradition to all visitors to the country.
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Significant Symbols

Korean history is more than just tales of kings and queens, palaces and courtyards
– the true epicenter of Korean activity, community and culture has always been the
village. In the past, nearly all of the country lived in small rural communities like these.
Here they worked alongside family and close friends to farm, fish, labor and trade to
secure a shared livelihood. Villagers took pride in their settlements, in their community’s
achievements. And, in turn, the village grew with its inhabitants. With a shared sense of
responsibility, village inhabitants took care to develop education, administration, culture
and art within the community. A village’s rules and customs helped unite its people,
promoting mutual economic growth.
Each Korean village was adorned with a range of distinctive sites, ranging from
sacred shrines to treasured trees and towering totem poles, helping inhabitants take part
in key religious, spiritual and leisure activities. Here, the community would take a break
from manual labor and child rearing to eat, pray, dance, sing, feast and worship. Even
today, these sites still hold deep meaning for modern Koreans. These cultural places not
only helped villages become economic and administrative centers, but also nurtured the
very essence of what is now Korean culture.
Although most Koreans now live in cities, the spirit of these incredible villages
lives on, imbuing today’s city dwellers with a shared sense of community. Many older
villages have been rebuilt and restored to their former glory, and “urban villages” – city
communities built in the image of Korea’s time-honored rural settlements – give a new
lease of life to traditional village symbols that still influence 21st century Koreans.
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TOTEMIC TREASURES
The role that religion and spirituality
played in traditional Korean village
culture cannot be understated. This can
be felt acutely when examining the
tall, thin totem poles that used to be
found in villages all over the country.
The most common of these were the
jangseung, which were made from
wood, featuring often-comical humanlike facial features, with bulging eyes,
bulbous noses, oversized mouths and
buck teeth. Sotdae, meanwhile, often
featured carved bird-like figures at the
top. Some poles were also made of
stone.
Such totem poles were usually placed
at the edges of the village, helping
mark boundaries and scare away
demons, as well as implore local deities
to help villagers reap a fruitful harvest.
The jangseung’s exaggerated features
gave them a familiar feel, like a
childhood friend from down the road.
They were not objects of high art –
rather, their form was intentionally
rough and unrefined. This promoted
their accessibility to the villagers.
Villagers would often stop to chat to
the poles when passing by, telling them
of their troubles, but always mindful
to deliver happy news first. After such
“chats,” the villagers would also place
small pebbles near the poles and pray
for good fortune.
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ARBOREAL AMENITY
Korean villagers prize one type of tree among
all others: the Zelkova. These cherished trees
can live for hundreds of years, growing to
towering heights and impressive girths. Their
thick trunks and strong roots are distinctive and
sturdy branches sprawl out in all directions. Their
longevity has been attributed in part to their
ability to resist the ravages of common pests.
Zelkova’s magnificent presence would usually
enchant both residents and visitors. As such, it
was little wonder that villagers favored the shade
of these trees as a site for pavilions where they
could gather and take a rest from daily chores.
The elderly would often meet here, whiling away
the day sitting on benches in the pavilion as the
wind rustled the leaves of tree canopy above.
When the summer heat became overwhelming,
villagers would often gather here to drink rice
wine and eat watermelon while young children
played in the cooling shade. The tree almost
seemed to be wrapping its branches around
the villagers like protective arms of a mother. In
some places, such trees were even revered, and
granted the same level of respect as local deities.

FORMIDABLE FORTIFICATIONS
Villages in the past were protected by eupseong, wall-like fortifications that marked the settlement’s
boundaries and protected the villagers from harm. Many of these fortifications reflected unique
topography, as Korea is such a mountainous country. Typically, these protective walls were built
along the slopes of mountains or across valleys, which resulted in lines that often twisted sharply as
they circled homes, schools, local government offices, markets, inns and wells.
Records dating from the early Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) show that there were once a total of
759 fortress towers in the country. Early fortifications looked very different from those built later in
the Joseon period. They were built from stone or soil, and constructed in an effort to mark off the
borders of sacred lands or provide protection for villagers.
While most military forces were housed in larger mountain fortresses, eupseong fulfilled
administrative purposes. They were spaces within which villagers could go about their collective
responsibilities: places to safely raise children, foster community relationships and manage
administrative affairs. Eupseong thus provided both protection and support for village residents –
creating secure spaces where people could develop games, culture and art.
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SANCTIFIED SHRINES
Religious belief in Korean villages was a
complicated matter, but most settlements
shared a belief in dongsin: village deities. The
villagers adamantly believed in the importance
of protecting the local god who watched over
them, and considered it very important to
venerate the dongsin in various ways in order to
win its favor. The most iconic of all such places
was the seonangdang, or shrine.
These shrines were the focal points of religious
rites, and shamanist culture thrived here, with
vivid dances, songs and feasts, as villagers held
rituals for their sacred guardians. The shrines
were usually constructed near the entrance of
the village, next to a large tree, decorated and
engraved with holy markings. Ancestral tablets
and illustrations of the god’s name and image
were kept inside the shrine. The engraved
tree played a key role in spirituality here, as
villagers believed trees connected the earth and
the heavens. Such trees were usually adorned
with decorative blue, red, yellow, white and
black cloths.
Dongsin worship was more than a simple
expression of early spirituality. It also helped
lay the foundations for cultural and artistic
expression. Even today, the rituals that villagers
used to usher their traditional New Year
celebrations are held in high regard.
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Exploring Traditional Korean Folk Tales
Korean villages have always been a hotbed of
myth and centuries-old history, tales that have
been passed down orally from one generation
to the next. From origin stories to emotive
myths, we uncover some of the country’s
favorite village stories – and journey into a
world full of wild and vivid fantasy.
Text KIM MIN JEONG Illustration YUN YEJI

Busan’s Sanseong Village: The Fairy of Aegiso Pond
Long ago, in a remote mountaintop house that looked down on
Nakdong River, lived a young couple. They led a happy life, but
were sadly childless. Desperate to have a baby, the wife went
to a large boulder on a pond every day to pray to the heavens.
On the 100th day, a fairy appeared next to the boulder and said
she would bless the woman with a baby on the condition that she
returned it to the heavens after three years. The woman gave the
fairy her word, but did not intend to keep the promise. After three
years had passed, the couple returned to the pond with the child
to give thanks to the fairy. For three years, they had worried that
the child would be taken away from them and did not set foot
near the pond. It had been a long time since the woman had seen
the pond and its waters now seemed breathtakingly beautiful.
Captivated by the scenery, the wife set her child down on the
boulder while she bathed in the welcoming waters. Oblivious
to the passage of time, she continued with her swim. When she
finally snapped out of her daze, she realized that her child had
vanished. The desperate mother begged the heavens to return
her baby, but the fairy replied that mortals were not permitted to
alter the ways of the heavens. However, the fairy told the woman
that she could visit the pond at night to see the child bathe. Since
then, the pond has become known as Aegiso, a compound word
that means “baby” (aegi) and “pond” (so). Aegiso can be found
near Sanseong Village in Busan’s Geumjeong district. When the
moon is half-full, the view here is so enchanting that people still
say the fairy must be out again, bathing with the child.
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Jeolla Province’s Gurim Village and the Legend of Doseon Guksa
In the late Silla Dynasty (57 BCE – 935 CE), there was a young woman named Choi who lived at the foot of
Mt. Wolchul in Seonggi-dong Village. One cold day, she went down to the river to wash her clothes and saw a
cucumber floating down by the bank. Entranced, she watched it float downstream, but to her surprise, the cucumber
floated back, moving against the current and toward her. She was bewitched by this curious vegetable and
impulsively took a bite out of it. According to the legend, the young woman became pregnant after this incident,
and gave birth to a baby boy. Furious that his unmarried daughter had given birth, her elderly father took the baby
into the forest, looking to expose it among the rocks. A few days later, when she realized what had happened,
Choi went out to the rocks to search for her baby. To her surprise, she found the child alive and well, with a flock of
doves protecting the baby beneath their wings. The woman took the boy back home and cared for him. However,
the child was ostracized by the villagers as the identity of his father was unknown. So, at the age of 12, his mother
took him to a Buddhist temple with the intention of having him join the priesthood. The child went on to become
Doseon Guksa, the great monk and master of pungsu-jiri (Korean geomancy). He is said to have later foretold the
dawn of the Goryeo Dynasty in 918, and became one of the four monks who contributed to the nationwide spread
of Buddhism. Thus, the village of his birth became known as Gurim, where gu means dove and rim means forest. To
this day, the Doseon Guksa Culture Festival is held every year in honor of his legacy.

Andong’s Hahoe Village and the Tale of the Hahoetal Masks
During the Goryeo Dynasty (918-1392), there was a young man named
Heo who lived in Hahoe Village, in North Gyeongsang Province. Hoe was
a talented artisan who created much-cherished wooden figurines. One day
the village was struck with catastrophe, and the villagers suffered greatly.
In a dream, Heo was visited by a strange old man with a white beard. The
man said to him, “I am the god of Hahoe Village. Make 12 wooden masks
and perform a spiritual ritual with them. If you do so, the suffering will end.”
However, the old man added a caveat: Heo must not allow anyone to see the
masks until they had been completed. The old man warned that if this rule was
not followed to the letter, Heo would die. Then the old man disappeared.
When Heo awoke, he immediately tied string around his house and took a
bath before embarking on the task. Then he began. Without even taking a
break to eat or sleep, he worked tirelessly on the 12 masks. However, in this
time, a young woman from the neighborhood who secretly loved Heo became
impatient to see the object of her affection, and came to visit the artisan.
Finding his house sealed with the string, she silently snuck up to the door of
his room and poked a hole in its hanji (traditional Korean paper) exterior,
so that she could peek inside. Her timing was ill-fated. As she looked inside,
Heo was just about to finish the chin-piece – the final piece of the twelfth mask
– that of the imae, or fool. When the young woman’s gaze fell upon him, he
died immediately, just as the old man had warned. The young woman was
devastated and took her own life as well. To this day, the fool’s mask is still the
only one of the traditional 12 tal masks that has no chin-piece. These masks,
which did indeed originate from Hahoe Village some 700 years ago, are still
used in dances around the country to this day, and have been designated by
the government as National Treasures.
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From a Distance
Picture ornate, old world-style tiled roofs, narrow roads that stretch out
like tree branches and farmers’ band playing folk melodies as it makes its
way down a country road. See Korean traditional villages from a unique
vantage point: a bird’s eye view.
Producer RYU
Photo & Artwork CHUNG MIN YOUNG

Andong Hahoe Village
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This famous village boasts a bulging shape and a network of radiating
roads. From its entrance, thoroughfares split off into scenic routes leading
to historical sites, including the Hadong Gotaek Hanok, the Namchondaek
Residence and the Yangjindang and Chunghyodang houses.
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Andong Hahoe Village
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Andong Hahoe Village
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Gyeongju Yangdong Village
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Yangdong is a village replete with large Gyeongsang Province-style traditional-style hanok houses.
During the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910), many of these provided accomodation for aristocrats.
With a stunning view of the surrounding mountains and valleys, this region is regarded as an
important historical site, of note to scholars of the lifestyle and customs of the nobility.

Gyeongju Yangdong Village
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Jeonju Hanok Village
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During the Japanese colonial era (1910-1945), native traders built a village full of traditional
Korean houses (hanok), as a statement of resistance against a sudden influx of Japanese
merchants. Approximately 800 of these houses still stand today, and make up one of Jeonju’s most
famous landmarks. The village is a UNESCO City of Gastronomy. Jeonju is also one of the spiritual
homes of pansori, a distinctive form of musical storytelling performed by a chanting singer and a
drummer. Pansori was added to UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage list in 2008.
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Traditional Treasures
Immersing yourself in Korean culture is a treat in a village full of traditional
Korean hanok houses. Andong Hanok Village is the largest village of its sort in
the country, while Jeonju Hanok Village offers a selection of fantastic options
for foodies and tourists, and Yangdong Hanok Village is rich in historical value.
Learn how best to enjoy these three iconic attractions.
1. Hahoe Mask City
Hahoe Village is famous, above all, for its hahoetal masks. These famous
traditional masks originated here, but have won popularity throughout
the country. They were once used as part of shamanistic rituals that
originated in the days of the Joseon Dynasty. Such dance rituals were
performed annually in an effort to appease spirits, who were implored to
grant communities with prosperous harvests. Now, visitors to Andong can
watch mask performances every week, free of charge. After the show,
be sure to pay a visit to the Hahoe World Mask Museum, where you can
learn about masks from all over the world.

Andong Hahoe Village
Andong Hahoe Village is a UNESCO World Heritage
site. It is one of the country’s best-preserved areas for
history buffs with an interest in the Joseon Dynasty
(1392-1910). The village is home to the largest number
of cultural landmarks and historical homes in Korea,
and is a must-visit place for anyone with an interest in
traditional Korean culture.

2. Authentic Andong Jjimdak Stewed
Chicken
Visitors to Andong would be well-advised to
sample the area’s famous specialty, Andong
jjimdak: chicken and vegetables stewed in
soy sauce-rich marinade. Mokseokwon and
Hahoe Daega Jjimdak are two of the most
notable restaurants in Andong. Mokseokwon is
a hit among locals, who also adore the salted
mackerel here, while Hahoe Daega Jjimdak
offers a cozy atmosphere and dining in a
noteworthy historical home.

Hahoe Mask Ritual Performance
H 14:00-15:00 (Every Saturday and
Sunday in January and February / Every
Wednesday to Sunday from March to
December)
L Andong Hahoe Village Talchum (Mask
Dance) Performance Venue
Admission: Free

3. A Night in a Historical Home
The ultimate hanok experience involves
spending the night at a house in the village.
The Jisan home is over 200 years old and
is considered one of North Gyeongsang
Province’s most valuable historical sites. Have
a seat in the inner courtyard and take in the
beautiful scenery of the village gardens.
Jisan Historical Home
A 35-14, Jongga-gil, Hahoe-ri, Pungcheon-myeon,
Andong, North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-853-9288

Mokseokwon
A 159, Jeonseo-ro,
Pungcheon-myeon,
Andong, North
Gyeongsang Province
H 09:00-19:00
Hahoe Daega
Jjimdak
A 206, Jeonseo-ro,
Pungcheon-myeon,
Andong, North
Gyeongsang Province
H 10:00-19:00

4. A Great View of Hahoe Village
Once you have seen everything in Hahoe
Village, why not take a new and unique look
at it? Buyongdae Cliff situates on the north
side of Hahoe Village where you can admire
breathtaking scenic views of the entire village.
A trip on the narutbae ferry adds to the
excitement.
Ferry (round trip): KRW 4,000

Jeonju Hanok Village
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Hahoe World Mask
Museum
A 206, Jeonseo-ro,
Pungcheon-myeon, Andong,
North Gyeongsang Province
H 09:30-18:00
Admission: Free

5. Sweet Desserts
Andong’s Siwolae offers sweet red bean-filled
buns made from Korean organic flour and red
beans. Both the original red bean buns and the
whipped cream version here make good takehome treats.
A 196, Jeonseo-ro, Pungcheon-myeon, Andong,
North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-855-5531
H 10:00-19:00

6. Seonbi-gil Trail
Seonbi-gil Trail is an 8km stretch of road that
extends from Byeongsanseowon Confucian
Academy to Hahoe Village and ends up at the
Tourist Information Center. In days gone by, it
was once a busy thoroughfare for Confucian
scholars who walked to the academy. If hiking
its entire length sounds daunting, a 4km stretch
that leads from the academy to Hahoe Village
is also enjoyable – with plenty of fresh, clean
forest air.
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1. Jeondong Cathedral
Blending in perfectly with the hanok rooftops on the Jeonju skyline,
Jeondong Cathedral is an important tourist attraction. A number of
leading Catholics were martyred here during the Joseon Dynasty, and
the church was designed in Byzantine and Romanesque architectural
styles. The building regularly attracts droves of architecture enthusiasts.

1. Dulle-gil and Tambang-gil Trails
For the ultimate Yangdong Village experience, get your hiking boots on
and hit the Dulle-gil Trail, which comprises the Tambang-gil Trails and
urban skyline vistas, as well as unique views of the whole village itself.
If you are short on time, choose to walk any of the seven Tambang-gil
Trails. For more information, visit the Yangdong Village Dulle-gil Trail
website at http://yangdong.invil.org, or inquire at the tourist information
center near the village entrance.

A 51, Taejo-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju, North Jeolla Province

2. Hanbok Memories
If you are a fan of Korean culture, nothing quite beats the experience of
wearing hanbok (traditional Korean attire) as you make your way through
a street full of traditional Korean hanok houses. Outfits are available for
rent throughout the village. From a truly authentic look, rental services
also provide period-style hair styling to complement your outfit. One-day
hanbok rental costs KRW 20,000.

3. The Home of Bibimbap
Jeonju is famed for its bibimbap, a combination
of rice, chili paste and vegetables that you mix
together before eating. Han Kook Jib, literally
“Korea House,” is a third-generation, familyowned, Michelin Guide-listed restaurant that
specializes in Jeonju-style bibimbap. Another
hit menu item here is the fresh yukhoe (beef
tartare), with wild vegetables and dried nuts,
served in either a brass or stone bowl.

Jeonju Hanok Village

Gyeongju Yangdong Village

Jeonju is arguably the most beautiful city in all of
Korea. And along with its famous cuisine, the area
makes for a fascinating travel destination. With a
range of interesting sites near the village itself, there
are plenty of possibilities for travelers to explore in the
vicinity.

Yangdong Village in Gyeongju has a 500-year history
and boasts some of the country’s best-preserved
Joseon Dynasty structures. Like its sister village,
Andong Hahoe Village, it is a UNESCO World
Heritage site. The village is situated approximately
20km outside Gyeongju itself, and travelling to it
involves watching a hanok village landscape unfold
before your eyes.

4. Street Food Wonderland
Al fresco snacking is a favorite pastime in
this city. Gilgeoriya is famous for its burger
baguettes, Daurang offers homemade
dumplings and Munggo Jip’s tasty octopus
skewers are renowned. On Fridays and
Saturdays, you can visit the Nambu night
market to feast on steak, skewers, sushi and
more.

A 119, Eojin-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
H 09:30-21:00 (Break time 16:00-17:00)

6. Immerse Yourself in Korean Culture
There is a whole host of museums and cultural
centers to be found near Jeonju Hanok Village.
Here, you can try making kimchi, traditional
hanji paper, or a buchae fan. You can round
off the fun with an alcohol-making experience
at the Traditional Wine Museum – all part of a
true Korean time travel experience!

Kimchi Culture Center
A 29, Eojin-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
H 10:00-18:00 (Tuesday to Sunday / Open until
17:00 in winter)

5. Mural Village
On a hilly incline across the bridge from the
hanok settlement you will find the Jaman mural
village, on the site of what was once a shanty
town for refugees of the Korean War (19501953). In 2012, the area was transformed,
with a range of colorful and attractive murals,
enticing art fans from all parts.
A 50-158, Gyo-dong, Wansan-gu, Jeonju, North
Jeolla Province

Hanji Paper Museum
A 59, Palbok-ro, Deokjin-gu, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
H 09:00-17:00 (Tuesday to Sunday)
Buchae Fan Culture Center
A 9, Gyeonggijeon- gil, Wansan- gu, Jeonju,
North Jeolla Province
H 10:00-18:00 (Tuesday to Sunday)
Traditional Wine Museum
A 74, Hanji-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
H 09:00-18:00

2. Delightful Desserts
Gyeongju has long been famous for its
traditional Korean sweet-tasting specialties,
such as ssalyeot (rice taffy), jocheong (rice
syrup), and yakgwa (honey cookies). Daon
Hangwa is a third-generation, family-owned
bakery that sells traditional sweets, fried rice
cakes, rice punch, and traditional malt candy.
All of the treats here are made from 100%
Korean ingredients and sweetened with rice
syrup. The preparations come beautifully
wrapped and make great gifts for loved ones
back home.

3. Experience Traditional Korea
A variety of enjoyable experience programs
are available to Yangdong Village visitors,
including hanok stay programs, exciting
traditional folk games, calligraphy courses and
fan-making programs. You can also observe
a large selection of traditional ceremonies or
watch folk music performances, which are held
twice a year here.

4. Sweet Tooth
Cafe Gabi is a quaint venue, situated at the
entrance of Yangdong Village, providing a
wide selection of Korean drinks. The menu
features a number of unique items, including
ice cream with homemade grain syrup and
roasted grain mixture topped with fresh cream.

5. A Night in a Historic House
Hyangdan is an iconic, 500-year-old
residential complex. The passageways
between the buildings here are almost
labyrinthine. Its location, halfway up a
mountain slope, affords visitors a spectacular
view of the village below. The buildings
in the complex have been designated as
national cultural treasures. As such, the
modern bathroom and shower facilities have
been constructed separately, so as not to
compromise the integrity of the original site.

6. Angang Traditional Market
Visitors can find the 100-year-old Angang
Traditional Market about 4-5km outside the
village. It opens on the 4th, 9th, 14th, 19th, 24th
and 29th of each month. Located on the road
that runs between Pohang and Gyeongju, this
market offers notable wares from both cities.
One item that is always in demand is the
reasonably priced sesame seed oil.

A 136, Yangdongmaeul-gil, Gangdong-myeon,
Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
H 10:30-18:00

A 92-16, Yangdongmaeul-gil, Gangdong-myeon,
Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
H 10:00-18:00

A 25-17, Angangsijang-gil, Angang-eup,
Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province

A 135, Yangdong-ri, Gangdong-myeon, Gyeongju,
North Gyeongsang Province
W https://yangdonghyangdan.modoo.at/
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Giant Steps
A building with flowing folds like a curtain with giant sculptures.
The structural beauty of urban architecture and delightful designs
stimulate colossal curiosity.
Styling JOO GA EUN
Photo KIM SUN HYE
Models BONG KEEM, KIM KWON TAE, PARK JUNG SOO, SON DA EUN
Hair KWON YOUNG EUN
Make-up RYU HYUN JUNG
Location PARADISE CITY

CLUB CHROMA
The unique, flexible-looking entrance to CLUB CHROMA catches the eye.
Textured shimmering velvet suit and turtleneck pullover by Kimseoryong.
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Kaws’ Together

Jeff Koons’ Gazing Ball-Farnese Hercules
Damien Hirst's Aurous Cyanide

Together (2016), an oversized wooden figure by popular artist KAWS, featured at PLAZA.
Tan lace-up boots by Dr. Martens. Denim pants by Levi’s. Knit socks from stylist’s personal collection. Red windbreaker
on bystander by Adidas Originals. Checked pants and navy pants by Umbro. Turquoise pullover by Used Future.

Gazing Ball-Farnese Hercules (2013) by Jeff Koons, and Aurous Cyanide (2016) by Damien Hirst, both on
display at PARADISE ART SPACE. Sterling silver ring with star detail and chain bracelet by Bulletto. Woven
leather bracelet by Massimo Dutti.
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WONDERBOX
This soon-to-open theme park features a memorable exterior, designed by innovative
architecture firm MVRDV. Neatly designed khaki jacket and button-up shirt with
unique collar design by COS.
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KAWSKapoor’s
Anish
‘Together’
C-Curve

坐落于广场内的波普艺术家Kaws的超大型木雕作品
《Together，
2016》
C-Curve
(2007), Anish Kapoor’s iconic metal wall structure,
stands tall
in the Art Garden.
棕褐色皮革绑带靴为Dr.
Martens，
牛仔裤为Levi’s，
行人所穿的红色防风夹克为
Two-pattern checked button-down
shirt
by Nonagon. 针织袜为造型师个人收藏品，
Running pants by Munsoo Kwon.
Leather
sneakers
by Buttero.
Adidas Originals
，格纹裤子和海军蓝裤子为Umbro，绿松石色套头衫为Used Future。
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Text KIM MIN JEONG

2

Relax at a contemporary Korean-style spa @
CIMER Jjimjil Spa Zone
The entire second floor of CIMER comprises a traditional Korean jjimjil

Perfect Ways to Enjoy PARADISE CITY

spa zone, designed to meet the needs of even the most discerning

PARADISE CITY is much like a new village that has laid its roots down on
Yeongjong Island, off the western coast of Korea. The recent opening of the
resort’s second phase has helped create a new paradigm in travel.
Globally recognized resort design firm WATG, who organized the second phase
construction project, said, “We envisaged PARADISE CITY as a place that becomes
more sophisticated as time goes by. Drawing up our plans for PARADISE CITY
was like planning a new town.” Indeed, PARADISE CITY is no mere hotel –
it is also a hub of fine dining, visual excitement, luxury entertainment and
so much more.

the Cypress Room or Amethyst Room, or sit back in a recliner in the

of contemporary cosmopolites. Rejuvenate with natural minerals in
Relax Room and let your batteries recharge. If action is what you are
after, the Fitness Room has a range of fitness programs from around
the world that are bound to set your heart racing, such as Surfset Fit,
Aquafloat Fit and Piyo.

3

Catch a party with world-famous DJs @
CLUB CHROMA
CLUB CHROMA is the result of a collaboration between
Josh Held, an American club guru who designed some
of the hottest clubs in New York and Las Vegas, and the
internationally acclaimed architecture firm MVRDV. Each
of the club’s four floors has its own theme, including the
Music Lounge, the First Stage (main), the Second Stage
(sub), the Sky Box Zone and the Beach Club. The venue
is the largest of its kind in Northeast Asia and can easily
accommodate 3,000 guests. Each space has its own
musical theme, featuring a range of genres, while the
Beach Club hosts pool parties all year round.

4

Spectacular views @ CLUB CHROMA

1

Enjoy a grown-ups’ spa day @ CIMER Aqua Spa Zone
Reminiscent of a European hotel swimming pool, CIMER offers tranquil relaxation during the daytime and thrilling pool
parties at night. Children aged 10 and above are welcome to visit the spa during the day, but after 7pm, only guests
2

aged 19 and over are allowed in. CIMER is an immense 13,000m campus that features aqua spa zones on the first to
fourth floors and a jjimjil (traditional Korean-style spa and sauna) zone on the second and third floors. The combination
of European-style aesthetics and traditional Korean-style spa rooms creates a unique atmosphere. Upon arrival on the first
floor, guests can play and relax in the Water Plaza, which was inspired by the Piazza San Marco in Italy. The Cave Spa,
Virtual Spa and other specialized spa areas are also available, allowing guests to relax both mind and body in style. If
you are looking for a little more excitement, you can head over to the Aqua Club where you can take in some trendy media
art or go to a pool party, which are held every Friday and Saturday night. And on the third floor, the stunning infinity pool

Seeming as though the sun is melting into
its structure, CLUB CHROMA’s exquisite
and innovative exterior is aesthetically
pleasing and exceptionally functional. Its
gently sloping entrance welcomes guests
into an equally impressive interior. The
real fun begins at night as the club starts to
bounce, while the art show (Media Façade)
on the outside continues to stimulate. As the
day darkens, a dazzling light show helps
brighten up the night.

offers guests a dramatic view of the sunset over the sea, along with an open air spa zone featuring a Milky Bath and a
Hinoki Bath. Then, from the fourth floor platform, guests can take a ride down the white-knuckle Aqua Roof Slide or Tornado
Slide, splashing down to the first floor landing pool.
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9

Classy fare for clubbers @ CLUB
CHROMA

Shop ‘till you drop @ PLAZA
Whatever the weather, and no matter the season, PLAZA delivers a pleasant shopping experience all year
round in a Piazza della Signoria-themed shopping arcade. Unlike crowded urban shopping spots, PARADISE

It is easy to work up an appetite when you

CITY’s PLAZA has been designed to allow shoppers to browse in peace, with an impressive range of stores

are dancing the night away, and fortunately

making shopping smarter and fun. You will find a Duty Free Shop here, as well as plenty of fashion and beauty

a diverse range of food is at hand. The

stores. A visit to PLAZA is like leafing through a hip magazine that introduces you to a whole host of Korean

first floor of CLUB CHROMA boasts a DYO

fashion and beauty trends.

(Design Your Own) menu in the Music
Lounge, featuring salads, sandwiches and
noodle dishes. On the second and third
floors, futuristic finger food is available, and
you can also order CLUB CHROMA signature
space visual cocktail on the third floor. At
year-round pool parties on the fourth floor
Beach Club, you can enjoy grilled seafood
and Mexican specialties.

6

Unleash your creativity @ CULTURE PARK
This venue is open to all, and comprises a space where
culture thrives. The massive 13,000m2 grass park and a
square measuring almost 20,000m2 are at hand to satisfy
all of your leisure and artistic needs and desires. From
works by up-and-coming artists to exhibitions featuring
more established names, PARADISE CITY hosts various
festivals in this space, where artwork will be accented by
rock music, EDM, K-pop and more.

7

Stylish haute cuisine @ SERASÉ
SERASÉ offers contemporary Korean dining and serves
up a selection of bold and creative dishes. Here, widely
popular Korean dish ingredients are fused with scrumptious

10

and modern Western-style preparations. The exotic interior
features long, suspended chandeliers and an arched ceiling

Delight in Korean gourmet food @ PLAZA Food Court
Inside the PLAZA, guests will find a Food Court that

that look like an opera balcony, with seating that provides a

showcases some of the very best K-food. There is no

truly opulent dining experience.

need to venture all the way to the busy city when
you can enjoy an epicurean adventure right here at
PARADISE CITY, with dishes like soy sauce marinated

8
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crab (@Pro Soy Crab), grilled lamb intestine (@
Obaltan), cold buckwheat noodles and bulgogi
(marinated meat) (@Bongpiyang, Opens March 2019).

11

Thought-provoking art @
PARADISE ART SPACE

Experience Korean culture firsthand @
STUDIO PARADISE

PARADISE ART SPACE is a sensitively

STUDIO PARADISE is a hotspot for lovers of Korean movies

arranged art exhibition venue catering

and dramas, and a place where fans come to catch up on

to the tastes of global art connoisseurs

all the latest in Korean media. This is the largest facility of

with permanent and special exhibitions

its kind, with a massive 2,000m2 studio, as well as medium-

of works by acclaimed artists. Art meets

sized 1,000m2 studio. It is the largest equipped studio of its

entertainment here, as patrons revel in

kind in Korea, and guests can take tours of film and drama

timeless works by modern maestros like

shooting locations here, watch studio recordings and enjoy

Damien Hirst and Jeff Koons, along with

performances. If you are curious about Korean entertainment,

pieces by emerging Korean talents and

STUDIO PARADISE has plenty in store for you! You can also

seasonal exhibitions.

check out dynamic work by Korean street art pioneer XEVA.
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Indulge in night resort fantasies @
WONDERBOX (opening 1st half 2019)

15

WONDERBOX, due to open in early 2019, will offer
fun, festivities, art and enjoyment all in an indoor theme

The ultimate staycation @
PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT

park. Guests will be able to enjoy classic amusement
park rides, like the merry-go-round and Ferris wheel, as
well as cutting-edge rides like Korea’s first 360°-rotating

PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT has everything

Megamix ride, and 11 more dynamic attractions. The

that you could hope for if you are after

entire family will be able to enjoy a wide variety of

true respite, art, local culture, remarkable

exciting carnival games, magic shows, circus shows and

natural beauty of Yeongjong Island, and

enthralling street performances.

impressive service and amenities. The 711
spacious rooms are a feast for the eyes,
while delivering comfort with nothing
left to be desired. Everything you could
possibly need is offered on the resort
grounds, with an exceptionally high level of
service and attentiveness throughout. You
can eat, play, see, feel and share – all in
unparalleled style.

13
Get mesmerized @ PARADISE
Walk
Profound ivory, deep ocean blue, crisp
forest green, and spirit-awakening pink –
PARADISE Walk is the light-soaked skywalk
that connects PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT
and PLAZA. Works by Korean artist
Jeon Joon-ho currently adorn the Walk,

16

Delight in the latest food trends @ ON THE PLATE
PARADISE CITY offers delectable experience for all. On the first
floor of PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT, the chefs at this all-day

Taste of Italy @ LA SCALA

buffet prepare some of the trendiest dishes around, with recipes
originating everywhere – from New York to Shanghai. Let your

A meal at LA SCALA feels like taking a trip to

appetite be your guide as you tour the planet, traversing Americas,
the Mediterranean, Europe, China and beyond.

17

including his thought-provoking Floating

Milan, thanks to its stylish interior and fine flavors.
Authenticity is the name of the game here, with
top-grade ingredients imported directly from Italy.
Pasta and pizza dough are made from scratch,

and Hyperrealism film productions.

using durum wheat semolina. And in winter, the
restaurant uses highly sought-after white truffles
from Alba, which can only be gathered two
months out of every year. Get a taste of real Italy –
without even having to leave Incheon!

14

A night full of inspiration @ ART PARADISO
ART PARADISO is a luxury boutique hotel that transports
guests through time and space. It comprises a total of 58
rooms, divided into four suite-style units. The basic Duplex
Room features a loft space for a young and trendy feel, and
the Junior Suite, Deluxe Suite, and Royal Suite options are
both aesthetically pleasing and practical. Starting from the
hotel entrance and continuing through the hallways and to
the rooms, art is found wherever you look. No children are
allowed at ART PARADISO – so adults can enjoy their stay
in peace. Have fun with your friends with pajama parties,

18

Let music soothe your soul @ RUBIK
If you want to shake off the travel blues with some top tunes, make sure

bridal showers and other themed private party package, or

you visit PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT's RUBIK live music lounge. With live

explore options for DIY cocktail kits, decorations, wine or

performances by top artists, you can be sure to find respite in any one of

snacks at the mini bar.

the many differently themed spots here. On the second and third floors, you
can experience luxury at Royal Salute private lounge and Korea’s first
Perrier-Jouët champagne lounge.
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Take an art tour @ PARADISE CITY

For family vacationers

Soaking up the art at PARADISE CITY is an entire

15

There is plenty for both children and

travel itinerary in and of itself. The resort’s exterior was

adults to enjoy at PARADISE CITY. If your

designed by renowned Italian architect Alessandro

14

Mendini, who said that his design idea for the resort
was inspired by traditional Korean patchwork. One

19

13

8

family is looking for spacious rooms that

7

outrank those of most other resorts, check

22

in at the PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT

of his sculptures, Paradise Proust, is also on display in
the hotel. Guests in the lobby are greeted by a large

(#15). Enjoy the aquatic adventures at

For art-lovers seeking peace and relaxation

statue of Pegasus with its wings fully extended – a
piece entitled Golden Legend, by Damien Hirst. If you

the swimming pool (#22), and check out
the Kids Zone (#21). Delight your eyes

PARADISE CITY can satisfy your deepest art cravings! First, check in at

continue on to the point where the three resort branches

and embark on a culinary adventure at

the aesthetically pleasing ART PARADISO boutique hotel (#14), which

converge, you will find the WOW Zone, where Kusama

ON THE PLATE (#16). Then burn off some

looks like a work of art itself. From here, you can start a tour of the art

Yayoi’s famous Great Giant Pumpkin sits, adding some

energy taking in the nature and artistic

that can be found all throughout the hotel (#19). Enjoy a unique stay that

whimsical flair to the space. Moving on to the Red
Wing, heading toward the CONVENTION hall, guests will come face to face with the enchanting Anna B in Blue by Jaume
Plensa. At CONVENTION, works like Variations on a Valley by notable traditional Korean ink-and-wash artist Kim Hodeuk adorn the walls. Then, if you go up to the third floor SKY PARK, you will see In an Uncertain Future, People Search for
Possibilities – Goethe by one of Korea’s most famous media artists, Lee Yong-baek. Onward, between the main hotel and the

21

16

marvels at the Culture Park (#6). When

feels more like a treasure hunt than a simple hotel visit. Walk through the

night falls, enter the enchanting world

Paradise Walk (#13) to conclude the tour at PLAZA. Now, venture into

at WONDERBOX (#12), or admire the

ART SPACE(#8), before feeding your appetite at SERASÉ (#7), where

incredible media facade (#3) on CLUB

each dish is a masterpiece of culinary art!

6

CHROMA wall.

PLAZA, you will find the Art Garden, home of Anish Kapoor’s C-Curve. Keep walking along PLAZA SQUARE to round off the
tour with Together, by one of the hottest artist of current times, KAWS. Together is a massive wooden sculpture that is nearly

12

six meters in height.

20

Playground for adults @ SAFARI PARK
SAFARI PARK is the place to be if you are looking
for some serious play time while at PARADISE CITY.

PARADISE CITY:
a contemporary
village…just what the
doctor ordered!

bar at CIMER, and then dress up to hit the dance floor! Go wild

photogenic, and the vintage sports corner is also a lot of

Learn and play @ Kids Zone

at Korea’s answer to Ibiza, CLUB CHROMA (#4).You can sample

10

9

Creative growth is the name of the game at PARADISE

5

the air. Once you have warmed up, you can stop by the nail

is plenty to feast your eyes on, too. Its colorful interior is

21

This is the perfect itinerary for the young and

a bikini and live it up at the pool, while groovy tunes fill

and numerous attractions make this a real park! There

found all around the park.

3

4

stylish CIMER aqua spa zone (#1). You can throw on

PlayStation games, pool, darts and more. Its vast size

the stuffed animals and animal print products that can be

1

the young at heart! Let off some steam at the

Suitable for all ages, you can enjoy a round of bowling,

fun. Animal lovers and children will adore the sight of all

For those who like to
party ‘till the break of
dawn

HOTEL & RESORT’s Kids Zone, located on the third floor.

CHROMA’s distinctive selection of dining options (#5), and get down
with different music genre on every floor.

For Korea-curious trend-setters and -seekers
If you want to get acquainted with the dynamism of Korea, start with food? Visit the

Here, infants, toddlers and older children can explore

PLAZA Food Court (#10) to discover some of the rich flavors of Korean cuisine. Inside

using all five of their senses and increase their confidence

11

with play areas and special programs. With a “world”
theme, from the moment they walk in, children will find

the PLAZA, continue on to the fashion and beauty shops (#9) to stay up to date with
the latest Korean trends. For Korean culture fans, STUDIO PARADISE (#11) is definitely
a stop to add to your itinerary. You can participate in a drama shooting tour. And

slides, books, play market, magnet experience room and

6

a room stocked with huge blocks – to keep them busy
learning while they play.

22

Aquatic fun with the kids @ The
Swimming Pool
Parents traveling with children will have a
blast at PARADISE CITY, and the swimming
pool complex is a family favorite. You will find
various different sizes of pools and facilities
built to match the needs of every kind of family.
The outdoor swimming pool has a dazzling
blue infinity pool that overlooks some of the

2

who knows? You might even see a live broadcast being filmed! And wrap the day up
at CIMER jjimjil Spa Zone (#2), for an authentic Korean sauna experience.

For wanderlust-filled globetrotters
The culinary selection prepared by PARADISE CITY’s talented chefs is delicious enough

17

to wow even the pickiest epicure. In particular, LA SCALA (#17) transforms diners
into the stars of an Italian film. But the soul cannot be satiated on food alone.
With a fine drink in hand, take in some great music (#18) to elevate the
mood. If you want to let the kidult in you free, see if you can outscore
your family and friends with a round of bowling (#20).

18

20

highlights of Yeongjong Island. At night, you
can swim under the stars and enjoy unrivaled
tranquility.
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Second Heaven in PARADISE

Over 270 Korean stars, Asia-wide celebrities and major
players in the lifestyle and culture industry gather to
celebrate the grand opening of PARADISE ART SPACE.

The first phase of PARADISE CITY has already proven a roaring success, and
customers and staff were delighted to usher in the opening of the second
phase with a brilliant party held in September 2018. A number of outstanding
new spaces, like PARADISE ART SPACE, ART PARADISO, CLUB CHROMA, CIMER,
CULTURE PARK, PLAZA and STUDIO PARADISE are all now open and await your
presence…in paradise!

Art Director Jung Kuho's dance piece, The Banquet.

Minyo folk singer Lee Hee-moon delights the crowd.

PARADISE ART
SPACE

The visionary design director responsible for the
spectacular opening event was Jung Kuho, who
featured works by international and Korean artist like
Jeff Koons, Damien Hirst, Lee Bae and Kim Hodeuk
at the exhibition. During the gala show, his standout
work, The Banquet, was performed by the National
Dance Company of Korea, to much critical acclaim.
The performance was followed by a lively Gyeonggi
Province-style folk music performance by Lee Heemoon – raising the excitement levels yet higher.

PARADISE Group
Chairman Phillip Chun
pictured with worldrenowned artist Jeff
Koons.

September 17

PARADISE ART SPACE, a new home for PARADISE CITY’s extensive

PARADISE ART SPACE
exhibition space opens

17. Internationally renowned artists including Jeff Koons were in

art collection, kicked off its opening with a grand party on September
attendance, as were A-list K-pop stars and actors, including Bae Doona, Rain, Lee Jeong-jae, Kwon Sang-woo and Lee Go-eun. A number
of leading figures in the lifestyle and culture industry also came along,
with a total of over 270 guests turning up for the event.
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Issu du Feu by artist Lee Bae.
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The media facade at ART GARDEN.

Rapper Flowsik brings the
audience to their feet during his
performance.

Yang Dong-geun (aka YDG) gets
the crowd moving.

OPEN YOUR CHROMA party at CLUB CHROMA.

September 21
ART PARADISO, CLUB CHROMA, CIMER and
CHROMA SQUARE at PARADISE CITY Festival
The second-phase opening of PARADISE CITY was
marked with an exciting star-studded party – the
PARADISE CITY Festival. The night began with a

PARADISE CITY
FESTIVAL

pool party at spa CIMER and continued with a K-pop
and hip-hop concert at CHROMA SQUARE, with
performances from musicians such as Super Junior,
Hyoyeon of Girls’ Generation, Flowsik and Dok2. The
party ended with a fantastic set at CLUB CHROMA

Now the world’s largest paradise

by Dutch DJ Afrojack.

thanks to its brand-new second phase,
Dutch DJ and producer AFROJACK
electrifies the crowd at the club.

PARADISE CITY continues to expand
horizons for its guests and patrons. Come
and experience the paradise you have
always dreamed about, with bountiful
K-pop culture, abundant K-food and tons
of K-lifestyle excitement.

The lounge party in full swing at ART PARADISO’s SERASÉ.

DJ Hyo (aka Girls’ Generation Hyoyeon)
plays a captivating live set.
Dok2’s charisma is on full show as he
performs lively hip-hop numbers.
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Super Junior dazzles fans at CLUB
CHROMA SQUARE.
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Text KIM JI HOO
Photo KIM SUN HYE Make up WON JO YEON

Reinventing Folk
Lee Hee-moon combines Korean minyo folk melodies with elements of rock, jazz
and visual theatrics. His eclectic style is notable, and he has been recognized by
the government as a Gyeonggi Province minyo folk music Intangible Cultural Asset.
Lee’s unique musical abilities and passionate dancing have resulted in new audio
landscapes and performances that open up possibilities for the traditional genre of
minyo folk. Meet the man now spearheading a Korean folk music revolution.

You did not study minyo (traditional folk
music) at university. How did you first get
involved?
My mother, the Gyeonggi Province minyo (traditional
Korean folk music) performer Go Ju-rang, wasn’t happy
with my initial choice of career. When I was younger,
minyo was not held in high regard. When I went to
university, I started learning about video production
and became interested in the fusion of both music and
images in music videos. Then, in my late 20s, I went
to one of my mother’s concerts and met a friend of
hers, Lee Chun-hee, a fellow Gyeonggi Province minyo
singer. She heard my singing voice and gave me some
pointers. I started singing minyo as a hobby, but quickly
discovered that I had a natural talent for it, perhaps
because I had been exposed to the genre so much as
a child. Then I started to take it seriously, and ended
up winning some competitions. The more I sang minyo,
the more I became convinced that I could really do
something interesting with the genre.
How did you first start experimenting with
the minyo genre?
Some three years after starting to sing minyo, I found
myself struggling. A lot of people scrutinized my work,
because my style was so unconventional, especially
considering I was a male singer and the son of such
a well-known minyo singer. I loved singing, but it was
getting difficult. Around that time, I met Ahn Eun-mi,
who influenced me a lot. And that was the point when I
discovered that singing folk songs didn’t mean I had to
just pander to the tastes of conventional folk music fans.
I gained the confidence to try new things.
Your project group, Ssing Ssing Band,
performed for American public radio station
NPR’s Tiny Desk Concert early last year,
earning you quite a bit of international
attention. What is the key to Ssing Ssing
Band’s international and domestic appeal?
The music is easy to listen to and accessible. Apart from
the vocals and the techniques we use, the music itself is
actually based on Western musical traditions. Listeners
can feel like they’re hearing something that is very new
for them, but is still somehow familiar. The vocals add a
lot of novelty to our sound.
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How did you end up performing on NPR?
When I was on a trip to New York in late 2015, I
happened to meet someone from an agency. They
were quite interested in Ssing Ssing Band. I entered us
as a candidate group for the World Music Showcase,
but didn’t expect to get selected. However, we ended
up doing the showcase, and then toured the United
States in 2017. There was only one day off during the
entire tour schedule and an NPR producer approached
us, asking if we’d be interested in performing on the
show then. We were initially reluctant to give up our
single rest day, but eventually agreed – and it changed
everything! When we returned to Seoul, we announced
a concert date, and tickets sold out just ten minutes
after going on sale!
How did you come up with the innovative
idea to combine traditional folk music with
other genres for your work with Ssing Ssing
Band and the jazz group Prelude?
I was in search of a sound that was light and
danceable. It came about as a result of conversations
I had with musical directors. I don’t think I create
anything that is overly innovative. Actually, the concept
of “tradition” is quite rigid for many Korean people.
I rather think that tradition grows with society. These
days, that means adding individual color. In other
words, tradition is not a thing that belongs in the past,
but something that we are continuously creating. Thus,
I believe my music fits into both traditional and popular
styles.
Aside from music, your style is also unique.
You sometimes wear items like traditional
skirts during performances. What is the
concept behind your bold stage outfits?
I was in search of a sound that was light and while I
was working on my personal project, Kwae, I thought
it would be fun to pay homage to ancient Korean
spiritual rituals by making use of shamanistic elements.
According to Korean shamanistic traditions, mediums
need more than one gender identity, so I chose clothing
that could transcend the borders of conventional
femininity and masculinity. We went one step further in
our modernizing efforts, and this eventually ended up
becoming the Ssing Ssing Band’s signature image.
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Do you do your own styling?
Yes. I have enjoyed dressing up since I was a child. I
used to take my mother’s hanbok (traditional dresses)
out of the wardrobe and play with them. I don’t think of
men’s or women’s clothing in binary terms. I just think
about the clothes that help me express my personality.
Where does most of your musical inspiration
come from?
My personal experiences serve as the foundation
for the stories I tell. I think of art as a continuous selfimprovement project. Isn't sharing your story with the
world a step toward fixing one’s own shortcomings? A
lot of my inspiration comes from within, rather than from
external sources. I don’t feel tied down by obligations.
I’m driven by joy. Ssing Ssing Band was born from the
simple joyous desire to perform together.
Can you tell us a little about Gyeonggi folk
music traditions?
Minyo has a history of over 100 years, and can be
divided into two categories: popular songs (tongsok
minyo) and folk songs (tosok minyo). The popular
songs had nationwide appeal, while songs in the
latter category were, at first, only performed in certain
regions. About a century ago, Gyeonggi minyo folk
songs were very popular and were as ubiquitous as
K-pop is today.
You have recently returned to Korea from
Spain. What were you doing there?
We have been quite busy following our NPR
appearance. We now perform overseas about once
a month. We’ve just come back from performing in
Vic, near Barcelona, at a showcase for a world music
festival. We are also performing in London, Nigeria,
Miami and Brooklyn this year.
This edition of Hanyue is about Korean
villages. Which “village” would you
recommend to our readers?
There is a place called Seochon Space SEORO in
Seochon (literally “West Village”) in Seoul, where
traditional performances are held. It’s a nice, cozy
place. It is also fun to look around the cafés and
restaurants in the traditional houses in the area.
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Monochrome Marvel

Kim Hodeuk

Works by artists Lee Bae and Kim Hodeuk were displayed in the inaugural exhibition
for PARADISE CITY’s newly opened PARADISE ART SPACE. See what motivates these
two adherents of a black-and-white aesthetic.

The two of you have quite a lot in common.
Could you tell us more about that?
Kim I majored in Eastern painting and have lived mostly
in Korea. Lee Bae, on the other hand, studied Western
painting and mostly works overseas. My work generally
compares Korean art to artwork from elsewhere,
focusing on ways to modernize traditional art.
Meanwhile, Lee Bae has studied the identity of Korean
art from an overseas perspective. Our paths began
from different starting points, but were bound to cross
at some stage. Naturally, we have become intrigued by
one another.
Lee I left for Paris when I was in my mid-30s. I wanted
to create works from the spiritual heartland of the
global arts scene. When I was abroad, I began to
place importance on defining my identity. My spiritual
search brought me to Korea. That is when I discovered
the world of black charcoal. As Kim Hodeuk said, I
believe our destinies were intertwined. Though we
practiced in different environments, we both had a lot
in common.
Your works are traditional yet contemporary.
What do you think is the difference between
Eastern and Western aesthetic values?
Kim Personally, I think that the differences between
Korea and the West relate to materialism and
spirituality. There are lots of illustrations of absence in
the East, which are somewhat alien for Western art
enthusiasts. I believe Westerners understand things
better if they feel they can reach out and touch them,
while Eastern people tend to have sensitivity for the
intangible. It is important to mix the spiritual and
the material when communicating with Westerners;
focusing on the spiritual alone may not be enough. It is
important to accommodate to other people’ styles.
Lee Being an artist is an extremely spiritual profession
in the East. Art necessitates training in order to master
technique. Character training leads to artistic evolution.
Hence, the purpose of art was once considered to be
a process that involved developing character, rather
than focusing on the artist’s own technical development.
Modern society requires the development of wholesome
characters. In that sense, Eastern art is full of potential.
Korean traditional values, stemming from Confucianism,
prize personal dignity over technique.

All of Sudden, Drawing the Space, 2018
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things that people overlook and using charcoal in my
art has helped me forge a new relationship between
people and the material.
Kim Ink and hanji (Korean traditional paper) are the
materials I use most in my works. In East Asian art,
the two are considered media that convey the artist’s
spirit. And by modernizing my work, I felt that I
could showcase the materials themselves. I wanted to
illustrate a sense of spatial absence. The materials I use
are still time-honored ink and hanji, but the method of
expression that I make use of is completely different.
The artworks’ titles, All of Sudden, Drawing
the Space and Issu du Feu, sound poetic. How
did you come up with these names?
Kim I really wanted to create something in a space and

leave the rest of the canvas blank. It’s difficult to explain
in words, but you will be able to sense my intentions
when you look inside the space. The expression “All
of Sudden” also refers to a blank space. The word
“moment” has the same function. Thus, “All of Sudden,
Drawing the Space” expresses a sense of spiritual and
momentary absence that cannot be explained using
mere logic.
Lee Charcoal is the most basic
and final form of matter. It is a
material that has broken apart
from reality and routine, but
also conveys a sense of purity.
It is not dead, but in fact
carries the energy of life, as it
both comes to life and dies in
Lee Bae

What made you decide to use ink and
charcoal as materials?
Lee I did not originally choose charcoal thinking that I’d
end up exploring its use in Eastern art. Living in Paris
was financially tough. I was initially trying to sketch
using burnt wood, but I found it had limitations when
it came to creating larger works. While searching for
a material that was more raw and expressive, I came
across some charcoal I had bought at a barbeque
store. In Korea, charcoal is traditionally used for all
sorts of things, such as fermenting soy sauce and
manufacturing ink. In the past, Koreans used to hang
pieces of charcoal in front of their doors after women in
the house had given birth, as part of a ritual intended
to ward away evil spirits. Charcoal has a long history in
Korea, and that forms the basis of my work. Discovering

fire. The name “Issu du Feu” (literally “From Fire”) also
speaks of charcoal’s qualities.
How do your artistic instincts manifest
themselves in your daily life?
Lee In certain ways, the life of a contemporary artist is
similar to that of a farmer. Just as the farmer must go
out to the farm every morning, whatever the weather,
the artist must go to the studio with the same sense of
duty. However, there is a clear difference between
what we call modern and contemporary art. The former
needs no guidelines; expressions come about whenever
inspiration springs forth, and artists consider that to be
their way of life. But contemporary artists must work
continuously, like a farmer, in order to make progress.
A lack of continuity spells a lack of consistency. No
consistency means that no message emerges, and
thus works cannot be globalized. This dependency on
inspiration in the contemporary art scene has changed
in recent times, which is why many Korean artists are
starting to make a name for themselves on the global
stage.
What did you want to share with visitors
through this exhibition?
Lee Charcoal used in the exhibition comes from pine
trees in Gaya Mountain, and the wood is charred near
Haein Temple. The charcoal is then transported by truck
to Cheongdo County, and then moved to Incheon. I was
trying to portray the whole process as an encounter.
By placing the works in a certain space, you have an
effect whereby the entire space changes completely. It
is an experience that is very different from looking at a
piece of charcoal on its own. For this installation, I used
several layers of hanji on the floor and was extremely
meticulous with the lighting.
Kim Through the work on display, I have changed an
ordinary space into a completely new environment.
A large rectangular tank has been filled with ink and
white hanji hangs above. The hanji sways softly over
the subtle waves, and dark, rhythmic waves transcend
above, filling the entire space. Reflections on the ink
create an even larger space. When you look at it fronton, it looks like a single, heavy mass. But the hanji
becomes a lightweight line as you walk alongside the
tank. I hope the audience can experience the way the
environment changes according to the way they think.

Issu du Feu, 2018
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Daring Designs
Jung Kuho shot to fame as the creative force behind fashion brand KUHO – as
well as a multi-talented creative director in the field of graphic design, cinema and
performing arts. He was awarded the Best Costume Design twice at the Grand
Bell Awards, for his work on movies Untold Scandal and Hwang Jin Yi. He also
orchestrated the Korean National Ballet’s Poise and The Scent of Ink, as well as The
Banquet for the National Dance Company of Korea. Jung’s work recently turned
heads when it was revealed during the opening of PARADISE ART SPACE. Discover
more about Jung’s take on Korean beauty from the design guru himself.

What is PARADISE ART SPACE?
PARADISE ART SPACE is an art gallery with a twist,
and has recently opened as part of the second phase
of PARADISE CITY’s expansion. The opening event
involved a display from two contemporary international
artists whose works were already part of the PARADISE
collection. These works were organized into a
permanent and special exhibition. I was in charge of
the special exhibition, which featured two major works
from the PARADISE collection for the gallery opening:
Jeff Koons’ Gazing Ball-Farnese Hercules (2013) and
Damien Hirst’s Aurous Cyanide (2016). Featuring works
by such well-known artists was my way of appealing
to both art enthusiasts and collectors, in the hope that I
could also introduce some works by promising Korean
artists. These included Lee Bae and Kim Hodeuk, two
Korean artists who bring traditional aspects of Korean
art into a modern context. If we say that Damien Hirst
and Jeff Koons are unrestricted in their media and
methods, then these two Korean artists are likewise
unlimited in their virtuosity. Both have taken the time to
become true masters of their craft. I thought it would be
fascinating to put these pairs of artists’ works side by
side, to highlight their contrasting styles.
Why did you decide to exhibit Lee Bae and
Kim Hodeuk’s works side by side, rather than
separately?
Kim Hodeuk uses mok (traditional Korean ink brush)
on hanji (traditional Korean paper) to create incredibly
moving and powerful images. I initially struggled finding
another Korean artist who was capable of producing
this sort of minimal, yet powerful and noticeably Korean
work. But then, by sheer coincidence, I came across a
charcoal piece by Lee Bae and knew that I had found
what I was looking for. Both artists have the same
understated ethos, working mainly in monochrome.
In fact, Kim Hodeuk’s mok brushes are made using
charcoal. I believed that putting them side by side
would evoke a beautiful tension or create incredible
synergy.
What do you think is the most attractive
aspect of Korean culture?
Some say that the beauty of traditional Korean culture
lies in its refined restraint, reflecting the Korean
scholarly culture of the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910).
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Others believe that it can be found in the highly skilled
traditional arts and crafts scene. I think both are valid
parts of this country’s culture. Art went through a period
of minimalism during the 18th and 19th centuries, and
became more refined. Before that, though, aristocrats
favored maximalist culture in the form of traditional arts
and crafts. Over time, these two polar opposites have
fused into one. Minimalism and maximalist ethos share
some common ground, too. And that is where I think
the essence of Korean culture can be found.
Traditional Korean culture can be hard
to explain to non-Koreans. How do you
overcome this?
To be honest, it was not easy to translate the
exhibition’s Korean title into English. I consulted with
a number of colleagues from other countries, but it
proved immensely challenging to find the right words to
convey the exact Korean meaning. Then, one day, an
art enthusiast in Italy suggested that I consider using the
words “overstated” and “understated.” I thought that
they were indeed the most appropriate terms. Korean
culture is hard to pin down in a simple definition, and
the subtle connotations of the Korean language can
be hard to translate. In terms of “overstated” elements,
Korea is a lot like China. Conversely, Korea is tidy
and “understated” in a way that somewhat resembles
Japan. Korean culture is a middle ground, a medium
that exists somewhere between Chinese and Japanese
philosophy.
When did you first become interested in
traditional Korean culture?
Ironically, it wasn’t until I went study abroad (in
America) that I started to think about Korean aesthetics.
As a fashion student, I followed American brands
and wore a lot of Japanese designer labels. And this
eventually got me to reflect on what exactly Korean
culture was. I started exploring some famous works by
traditional Korean artists, which made me think about
what they were trying to achieve through their art.
Later, I worked as the production designer for the film
Untold Scandal, which allowed me to spend around
two years immersing myself in traditional culture. The
fact that I was overseeing the entire art department,
and not just working as a costume designer, meant
that I had to consider every last detail, down to interior
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design, props and accessories. I travelled around the
entire country, searching for traditional artisans, and
spent days in museums. As a result, I became enthralled
by traditional Korean culture.
What were you aiming to achieve through
your work on Untold Scandal?
I wanted to portray the Joseon Dynasty as a time of
extravagance and luxury, contrast from the minimalist,
Indian ink-style images that have come down to us
from that era. Luxury is not a taboo. It isn’t a bad thing
in and of itself, but because many have treated it as
taboo in the past, filmmakers have avoided portraying
ostentatious displays of wealth or abundance when
they try to recreate the period. However, just as there
are modern-day socialites in gentrified parts of Seoul
like Cheongdam-dong sporting luxury brand goods,
these sorts of people had their equivalents in the Joseon
Dynasty. I wanted to illuminate what their culture might
have looked like. I had to tweak design details and
colors for each character, and each room.
The clothing design also posed a challenge. I struggled
to find a color of hanbok (traditional attire) that I was
happy with, despite long hours spent perusing pieces
in shops. I guess you could say I only had a vague
idea of what color a hanbok needed to be. In the end,
I took some Pantone swatches to a dye artisan and
ended up with a range of fabrics in over 80 colors. I
also sought out a traditional needlework artisan and
asked them to make reproductions of some 17th Century
hanbok patterns. I was initially only planning to use
those hanbok as models but they turned out to be
perfect. All I really had to do was change the color. I
wanted to add slight updates on the original designs.

You can see some jade green jeogori (short women’s
hanbok jackets) in museums and they look beautiful,
but I wondered if they had always been that color. I
think that when they were newly made, their colors
were probably much more vivid and eye-catching.
We stayed true to time-honored techniques, but added
imagination to fine-tune the overall image.
Tell us about The Banquet (2015).
The Banquet is a piece that I produced for the National
Dance Company of Korea. Before this, I produced The
Scent of Ink to exemplify the minimalism of traditional
scholarly culture. The Banquet was the opposite: a
glorious and royal feast. I modernized royal family
culture and showcased this on stage because I thought
it would fit in with the party theme.
What did you hope to show through your
work with PARADISE CITY?
I worked on the special exhibit and the opening party
for PARADISE ART SPACE. I wanted to include a lot of
Korean elements in the theme of the party. Although
PARADISE CITY is a global resort that a lot of overseas
guests visit, it is located in Korea. Thus, I wanted to
provide a real sense of Korean identity to help the
resort stand out. The concept for PARADISE ART SPACE
is “understated” and “overstated,” but the event concept
was a full moon banquet party. Chuseok, Korea’s
harvest holiday, took place right after the opening
party. Thus, it seemed fitting to create this theme, and
hold the party under the light of the full moon. To align
with the Chuseok theme, there were no flowers in or
outside the banquet hall. Instead I used rice straws and
other natural Korean items.

The gala show, The Banquet, 2018
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Metropolitan Metamorphosis
Before Seoul neighborhoods Seongsu, Euljiro and Ikseon became as
trendy as they are now came the pioneers who recognized these areas’
enormous potential. Kim Jae-won of Seongsu, Louis Park of Euljiro and
Park Ji-ho of Ikseon talk us through the area’s stories and introduce
some lesser-known gems.

EUL JIRO

LOUIS COLLECTIONS
Many shops in Euljiro are located on the
second or third floor of buildings and are
not signposted. LOUIS COLLECTIONS is no
exception. You can find it on the third floor of
a building in the alleyway filled with lighting
stores. This café and eatery looks much like
an artist’s studio or a gallery. As the name
suggests, all sorts of items from owner Louis
Park’s collection – including cups, chairs
and plates – can be found on display here.
Many items are for sale, and Park often holds
exhibitions and flea markets in this space.
Popular menu items include Vietnamese coffee
and Tom & Jerry-themed cheesecake.
A 3F, 172-1, Cheonggyecheonno, Jung-gu,
Seoul
H 12:00-24:00 (Closed Sundays)

Louis Park’s Guide to EULJIRO
Euljiro is one of the most exciting
neighborhoods in Seoul. It used to be home
to dozens of printing offices, mechanics’
workshops and lighting vendors, but
has recently welcomed a whole host of
trendy cafés and restaurants. Louis Park,
a photographer, art director and Euljiro
pioneer, takes us on a whistle-stop tour of
this vibrant downtown district.

What did Euljiro used to look like? Euljiro used to be an

a few and there are now well over 10 trendy cafés, too. And

industrial area with lots of printing offices, metalwork studios

as so many young people come here now, the streets look very

and lighting vendors. The area’s heyday was back in the

different today. Despite it all, Euljiro has retained its charm, as

1970s, when Korea was industrializing quickly. Many of those

venues do not tend to get overly crowded.

shops still operate today.
What is the best way to enjoy an outing in Euljiro?
Why did you move to Euljiro? The heart of Seoul was

Go on an alley adventure! Every alley in Euljiro has very

originally located right here, on the north bank of the Han

different types of shops. You will find the most unusual of stores

River. Neighborhoods like Euljiro have been here for ages,

here. Perhaps you will come across one that sells nothing but

but modern folks have only recently begun paying attention

screws or safety pins, for example. There are not many parts of

to them. I thought it would be fun to create a completely new

Seoul quite like Euljiro!

HOTEL SOOSUNHWA
Enjoy a coffee in the morning or beer and
cocktails at night in this pioneering Euljiro
venue. The space also doubles as a studio
for jewelry designer Won Hye-rim. The
ceiling fittings are exposed here, and flowerprint cloths make for a unique, vintage-feel
atmosphere. Great for coffee breaks or a quick
tipple, you can also snack on toast or tteokbokki (rice cakes in chili sauce).
A 4F, 17, Chungmuro 7-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-24:00 (Closed Sundays)

look for the area. And obviously, the fact that rents here were
relatively cheap played a big role.

How do you go about opening up a new space in
Euljiro? When I come across a new place that I like, I try to

What do you find appealing about Euljiro? There are

maximize my enjoyment of it. I think it is important to know

not many store signs here, and it can be hard to find what you

what your exact tastes and objectives are, so you can help

are looking for. But in the digital age in which we live, it can

materialize your ideas and turn them into a reality.

feel great to discover a place that only you know about, or go
off in search of something new. It is almost like a game. Going

What other areas of Seoul do you find appealing? If

out to hunt for a new, little-known place in Eulijro without any

you are into vintage aesthetics, you should check out Dongmyo.

sort of concrete plan in mind can be quite exhilarating.

It is another intriguing place, where just walking around is a
journey of discovery.

How different is Euljiro now from when you first
came to the area? At first, there were only two bars of note
here: Sindoshi and Hotel Soosunhwa. But now there are quite
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MAGUGAN
NORMAL A
Follow the narrow stairs past a sign that reads “Book is
answer,” and you will find this small bookstore. It may
well be the only bookstore of its kind in Euljiro, and you
can discover independent publications and books about
illustrations here. Unlike many larger shops, you will also
find a range of picture books, illustration books, stationery,
stickers and posters. Visitors can enjoy hours of browsing
fun.
A 2F, 121-1, Euljiro, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-20:00 (Tuesday to Friday), 13:00-20:00
(Saturday / Closed Sundays and Mondays)

This eatery’s owner, who studied curry-making
in Japan, wanted to create a restaurant that
provides good meals at fair prices. The curry
here is tasty as it is, but you can add an extra
layer of flavor if you eat with soup made with
blue crab and ultra-hot cheongyang pepper.
Recently, the second floor of the restaurant, which
used to be a storage space, was converted into
a small bookstore where you can find a range of
titles, including books about curry.
A 15-6, Mareunnaero 2-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 11:00-22:00 (Break time 15:00-17:00/ Closed
Saturdays and Sundays)

COFFEE HANYAKBANG

COFFEESA MARIA
This unpretentious café also functions as an
illustrator’s studio. It is decorated with all sorts
of vintage furniture, as well as the work table
of illustrator Maria. You can buy a cup of
blended apple and ginger juice, and many of
Maria’s works are also on sale. Great views of
the Euljiro scenery can be enjoyed through its
large windows.
A 3F, 5-1, Euljiro16-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-20:00 (Closed Sundays)

You need to navigate through a tiny alleyway
to find this unique café. Decorated with Korean
traditional mother-of-pearl cabinets, vintage
furniture and other antique items, a visit here is
like taking a journey back through time. Houseroasted hand drip coffee is the most popular
item on the menu and you can enjoy a relaxing
drink with a cake from Hyemindang, located
just across the narrow alley.
A 16-6, Samildaero 12-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 08:00-22:30 (Monday to Friday), 11:00 21:00 (Saturday), 12:00 - 20:00 (Sunday)

JAN
ANSEONGJIP
Many of the shops in Euljiro have been operating
for over 30 years. ANSEONGJIP is twice as old
and has been providing diners with delicacies for
six decades. Specialties include beef and pork
barbeque preparations, as well as yukgaejang
(spicy beef soup) and yukkal (spicy beef noodles).
Surprisingly light and featuring generous servings of
meat, these soups are ever-popular.
A 19, Euljiro 15-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 09:00-22:00 (Closed every first and third Sunday
of the month)
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A selection of vintage glassware
and plates welcomes guests as they
enter this café and bar. In fact, you
can actually pick a glass and plate
of your choosing when you place a
food or drink order here. The retro
décor on the third floor is quite eyecatching, but the rooftop on the
fourth floor lets you take in some
wonderful views of the surrounding
area and soak in the unique vibe of
this exciting neighborhood.
A 3F, 52, Supyoro, Jung-gu, Seoul
H 11:30-24:00 (Closed Sundays)
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Your SEONGSU Guide:
OR.ER CEO, Kim Jae-won

What did Seongsu used to look like? Even as recently

Over the years, the Seongsu district in Eastern Seoul has

famous for its shoes and leather factories. As a designer, I

transformed, changing from an area full of car repair shops,

came here a lot to visit factories (and also to have my car

printing offices and cobblers’ warehouses into one of the

repaired), and I remember seeing a lot of red-brick buildings.

as four to five years ago, Seongsu was an industrial district

capital’s hippest new hotspots. The area is now being called
Korea’s answer to Brooklyn. We asked Kim Jae-won, CEO of

Why did you choose Seongsu? Seongsu has always

ZAGMACHI and OR.ER – one of the innovators behind the

been quite a unique area: full of factory workers in overalls

Seongsu bloom – to explain how the area began its rebirth,

and fashionable clothes designers, all in the same block. There

and provide some insider tips for Seongsu newbies.

were also forklifts driving around near the printing companies
and sports cars at the repair shops. All of this drastically

OR.ER

contrasting scenery had a real impact on me. I used to live

Behind the old red brick building, you will find a small garden and a café.
OR.ER is one of Seongsu’s most notable cafés and cultural spaces. The
building, which used to be a multi-use complex replete with stores, and
industrial and residential units, was first built in the 1970s. Following its
renovation, it has retained its original structure and ambience, and each floor
has its own distinct vibe. The first floor is a vintage-style café. The second floor
also features a café, as well as a seminar space where you can listen to music,
while the basement floor and a small room by the garden function as a gallery
space for exhibitions and presentations. Coffee, seasonal baked goods and
OR.ER’s best-selling Earl Grey Chiffon Cake are all big hits for visitors.
A 18, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 11:00-23:00

and study in London, and this area reminded me of Shoreditch.
That London district also used to be something of an industrial
area, but has now become one of the coolest parts of Britain. I
noticed parallels between the two neighborhoods and thought
that things could get quite interesting in Seongsu if its cultural
aspects were developed a little.
What exactly has changed? There are a lot more
cafés, restaurants, select shops and other boutiques here than
when I first I opened ZAGMACHI in 2014. But, because the
neighborhood is quite large, you can still see a lot of the old
Seongsu here.
OR.ER comprises all sorts of businesses, including
cafés, shops and galleries. How did you go about
planning this space? The OR.ER building used to house
a shoe factory, a leather shop and residential units. At first,

OR.ER ARCHIVE
The third floor of OR.ER is an old Korean-Western-style living
room. It is a space full of vintage items and objects that the owner
of OR.ER, Kim Jae-won, has collected over 10 years, as well as
assorted artisanal works. This space is less of a shop, and more
of a gallery or an exhibition of personal collection, as Kim puts
more value on visitor experiences than on sales. With 100-year-old
English candlesticks, Joseon Dynasty era vases, baskets made by a
Japanese artisan, and minerals collected from all over the world, the
space never fails to enchant.
A 3F, 18, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 13:00-20:00 (Closed Mondays)

OR.ER only took up the first floor. But as more people started

SEONGSU

to visit, I expanded onto the second floor and opened a café.
Then I converted the third floor (which used to be the office)
into an archive store, to showcase items from my personal
collection and select works by artists. I wanted people to
experience this place as a whole, not just to shop or drink
coffee.
Do you have any recommendations for visitors to
Seongsu? I recommend walking everywhere, even if your
destination is a long way away. For example, OR.ER has a
1980s-style barbershop on one side and an old karaoke room
on the other. You miss that sort of thing if you drive. The best
thing about Seongsu is discovering places like this while you
walk through the alleys.
Do you have any new projects planned? I am going
to open a shop named INVENTARIO on the basement of
ZAGMACHI, which will be fitted out to look like a workshop
for carpenters, graphic designers and pianists. I want to create
a space filled with items these workers would need, like pens,

POINT OF VIEW
With the look of an artist’s studio, this intriguing space
showcases fountain pens, pencils, notebooks, envelopes and
page stoppers from Japan, Germany, France and the UK,
as well as luxury office supplies. The outlet is a hit among
shoppers with a hankering after analog writing experiences.
A 2F, 18, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 13:00-20:00 (Closed Mondays)

paper, notebooks and brass objects.
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Fennec
Fennec displays simple leather goods in its
showroom, which is designed to resemble
a gallery or a select shop, with a range of
colorful posters by its entrance, and assorted
accessories inside. Fennec products are simple
in form and accentuated with color, and their
designers prefer classic looks to whimsical
modern trends. Wallets and cell phone cases
are popular items. The showroom display
changes every season and features a new
color each time. It is currently decked out in
fresh-looking green.
A 8, Yeonmujang3-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 11:00-19:30 (Break time 12:00-13:00)

WxDxH
WDH is an eye-catching lifestyle shop, and its acronymic name
stands for Width x Depth x Height. Quality here is guaranteed as the
owner selects items to sell only after having tried them out personally.
All sorts of items are on offer here, and even if you are not planning
on buying anything, the store’s impressive display provides plenty of
stimulation for window shoppers.
A 8-1, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-20:00 (Monday to Friday), 13:00-20:00 (Saturday, Sunday)

OEGAJIP

YUUL YIE
Once home to dozens of cobblers’ warehouses
and shoe factories, many designer footwear
brands are now located in Seongsu. Known
for its unique design and color coordination,
the YUUL YIE brand was launched by designer
Lee Sun-yuul in 2010. Lee’s passion for
architecture and sculpture finds expression in
the large pearl-like pieces and ladder-shaped
heels in her shoes. YUUL YIE items are sought
out not only by Korean celebrities, but also by
overseas fashion fans.
A 10, Yeonmujang3-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 11:00-20:00

OEGAJIP means “mother’s house” in Korean. It is a barbeque
eatery with cozy settings, and is very popular for both
Seongsu residents and visitors to the area. Popular menu
items include high-quality Jeju Island pork belly, kalguksu
(handmade noodles), and cold kimchi noodles.
A 17, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 15:00-23:00

AMAZING BREWING COMPANY
A brewery housed in a renovated 1950s wooden structure,
the Amazing Brewing Company is one the country’s most
popular craft beer houses. You can sample over 60 types
of craft beers here, with five homemade brews, including
Seongsu Pale Ale and the Amazing IPA, with its notable
rich hops aroma.
A 4, Seongsuilro4-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 18:00-01:00 (Monday to Friday), 16:00-01:00 (Saturday,
Sunday)
ZAGMACHI

FAGP
Italian food-loving visitors are guaranteed a
great time at the ever-popular FAGP (short for
Freaking Awesome Good Pasta). The ownerchef here is always keen to please, and strives
to create a perfect balance of flavors in the
food. Signature menu items include Coriander
Pasta, with a mix of cream and coriander, as
well as Squid Rigatoni.
A 136, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 11:30-22:00 (Break time 15:00-18:00)
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ZAGMACHI was the café that first pioneered
Seongsu’s reinvention. Once a printing office,
the café has retained some of the old building’s
original look, with printers’ shelves and
drawers providing industrial details. Plants and
flowers provide plenty of comfort and warmth.
A 88, Seongsuyi-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 11:00-23:00

SEONGSUDONG SOMUNNAN GAMJATANG
This restaurant has been in operation for over 30 years and is
still going strong, even as the area continues its transformation.
Gamjatang is a stew made with pork backbone and potatoes.
The stew has a rich and deep flavor. The slow-cooked meat is so
tender that it almost melts in your mouth, and the accompanying
dipping sauce is equally flavorful. As well as the famous stew,
you can also sample the delectable potato soup.
A 45, Yeonmujang-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H 00:00-24:00
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You can find the Ikseon neighborhood behind Jongno3ga subway station and the Nakwon Arcade. Full of
traditional Korean hanok houses and old-world restaurants,
cafés and shops, this area immediately captures its
visitors’ imaginations. Park Ji-ho began running the Turtle
Supermarket long before Ikseon’s recent rise to fame. Park
shares some indispensible insider tips on this super-cool part

IKSEON

IKSEON Guide:
Turtle Supermarket CEO, Park Ji-ho

of town.

TURTLE SUPERMARKET
With stacks of beer boxes everywhere and
rough-and-ready walls, this supermarket and
pub is full of atmosphere. Its name is meant
to remind customers to take the time to enjoy
life, even in the heart of the busy metropolis.
Its interior is reminiscent of small countryside
general stores, and is full of vintage charm.
The best-seller here is ga-maek, beer served
with dried pollock, baked over a briquette.
The selection of chips, candies, ice cream
and cigarettes is bound to stoke childhood
memories.
A 17-25, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 15:00-24:00 (Monday to Friday), 14:0024:00 (Saturday), 14:00-23:00 (Sunday)

NAKWONJANG

Tell us more about Turtle Supermarket. Back in my
rural hometown, you will often come across shops or bars
that are not clearly signposted. I wanted to create a space for
people to share simple joy and pleasure. I tried to make this
venue as welcoming and comfortable as possible, so everyone
can just come in and grab a beer.
What has changed since you first came to Ikseon?
Before I opened my business, there were only two other hip

This boutique hotel, a renovated inn that dates
back to the 1980s, is located in the center of
Ikseon’s hanok village. Instead of a television
set, you will find an LP player, so you can enjoy
listening to vinyl versions of your favorite tunes
as you take in views of all of Ikseon through
the hotel’s large windows. The rooftop bar,
which overlooks the tops of the hanok houses,
is a perfect place for a glass of wine or beer
as you take in all that the neighborhood has to
offer.
A 25, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 16:00 (Check In), 11:00 (Check Out)

venues here: Innergarden and Sikmul. But a lot of new, trendy,
commercial places have now opened. At first, most of our
patrons were local residents, but now we welcome a lot more
guests from elsewhere in the city.
What did Ikseon used to look like? When I first arrived

What is the best way to explore this area? Ikseon is

SIKMUL

back in 2015, the area was mostly residential. Residents lived

full of fascinating streets and alleys, and you can take in a lot

very close to one another. It was easy to hear your next door

of sights when you walk around these walkways. Most tourists

neighbors’ voices when they spoke and the sound from their

come to visit during the weekend. But for a more traditional

television sets.

Ikseon experience, I recommend coming early in the morning

This café helped put Ikseon on the map,
and has now become something of a local
landmark – with plenty of guests coming here
all day long. Interestingly, this space comprises
three interconnected hanok houses, with each
space providing guests with a very different
experience. Vintage furniture and decorations
help further set the mood. Popular menu items
include Boy Coffee, a mix of Dutch ice cubes,
Bailey’s and milk. You can also try Girl Coffee,
a blend of espresso, chocolate, Bailey’s and
milk. Sikmul also serves cocktails.
A 46-1, Donhwamunro 11Da-gil, Jongno-gu,
Seoul
H 11:00-24:00 (Sunday to Thursday), 11:0001:00 (Friday to Saturday)

or late at night.
Why did you choose to move to Ikseon? I originally
moved to Seoul from Gongju, in South Chungcheong Province,

What other Seoul neighborhoods do you enjoy

to look for a job. However, I found it hard to adjust to the fast-

checking out? When I first came to Seoul, I also fell in love

paced, stressful nature of Seoul life. Then I stumbled across

with the Euljiro and Mullae neighborhoods. A lot of interesting

this neighborhood, which I found very different from the rest of

places have opened up in Euljiro over the past couple of

the capital, and was able to find peace. I wanted to create a

years. Mullae is like a bigger version of Euljiro. It is still largely

comfortable space where people who are tired of the rat race

industrial, but it has a growing creative cultural arts scene, and

could come and take a break.

a lot of fun shops and restaurants are now opening there.
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CHANGHWADANG
The food here is always a hit, with customers lining up to get in. Peer through
this restaurant’s large windows and you can watch the dumplings being
made – a mouthwatering sight if you are hungry! Many adore the charcoalcharred dumplings filled with marinated barbequed rib meat and the sweet
and spicy tteokbokki (rice cake in chili sauce) with fried perilla leaf and
dumpling skin topping.
A 23, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 11:30-21:30 (Monday to Friday break time 14:30-16:00)

GYEONGYANGSIK1920
Enjoy a taste of Korean-style Western dining at this trendy eatery. Its
name refers to the year in which the hanok houses were built in this area.
Now one of the neighborhood’s leading restaurants, an attractive collage
of pink sofas and old Korean traditional items greets customers as they
come in. Many adore the fried steak topped with fried egg, a popular
favorite back in the 1980s – created to look and taste exactly like it used
to back in the good old days.
A 17-30, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-22:00 (Monday to Friday break time 15:00-17:00, 11:00-22:00
(No break time on weekends)

ASSI BANGATGAN

MANWHATGAGE
This 100-year-old hanok is a haven for comic
book and animation fans, and is decorated
with scenes from The Simpsons. Enjoy comics
both old and new, from childhood favorites
to recently published web hits, as well as The
Simpsons and more, and browse through a
range of customers’ reviews. You can also
stop here for a coffee, beer or some instant
noodles.
A 33-7, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-23:00 (Monday to Friday break time
15:00-17:00)

This perfume and diffuser shop is full of fragrant aromas,
and is set in a beautiful hanok, with eye-catching perfumes,
candles, diffusers and antiques aplenty. Not only can you
buy homemade perfumes and diffusers here, you can also
attend classes and learn to make creations of your own.
Address 47, Donhwamunro 11Da-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
Hours 11:00-22:00
A 17-30, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-22:00 (Monday to Friday break time 15:0017:00), 11:00-22:00 (No break time on weekends)

DONGNAMAH

NOKGIJEONE
This homemade ice cream shop uses fresh fruit and milk
in their preparations. Ice cream here is also made using
Korean ingredients like mugwort, perilla leaf, tofu and
makgeoli (rice wine). Space is limited in this venue, so
many enjoy taking their ice cream with them as they tour
Ikseon. The store is closed in winter.
A 120, Ikseon-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-22:00 (Tuesday to Saturday), 12:00-21:00
(Sunday / Closed Mondays)
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This Thai restaurant combines elements of
Western housing and hanok styling, and the
walls here are decorated with portraits of
Thai women, all making for a very unique
atmosphere. Popular dishes include pad
thai and bu pad kong (crab) curry. Fans of
authentic Thai flavors will adore the tom yum
(hot and sour) soup.
A 23-6, Supyoro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
H 12:00-22:00 (Monday to Friday break time
15:30-17:00)
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Meet Me on the Corner
Corner shops are becoming something of
a rarity in modern Korea, as the number
of franchise convenience stores and
large supermarkets continues to grow.
Artist Lee Me-kyeoung is on a mission
to document every detail of these oldworld outlets in her pen drawings series,
Corner Shops. Her pictures help preserve
priceless records from countless lives –
and build a precious bank of collective
memories.

How did you start working on the Corner
Shop series?
When I was a student, I focused mostly on the way I
was supposed to produce art, rather than stopping to
think about why I was creating it. As such, each new
project I embarked on became increasingly difficult.
I found myself thinking about theory rather than
emotions, and technique rather than aesthetic beauty.
After getting married and having a child, I stopped
creating art altogether for a few years. But the longer I
stayed away from it, the more I longed to start drawing
again. My family and I originally settled in Seoul, but
we eventually relocated to the countryside. There is
a road near where I live. If you walk down the road
for about 30 minutes, you will pass a field and a rice
paddy. Eventually you will find a small corner shop with
a slate roof. The glass window has the word “Drinks”
written on it in red paint. If you look in at the window,
you will see dust-covered odds and ends on the shelves.
To busy passersby, it is a mundane and uninspiring
sight. The store sells stationary supplies and snacks, so
I ended up going there quite a lot. One day, I suddenly
had the urge to draw it. I let go of my theory-based
hang-ups and drew from the heart. I found the drawing
to be warm, inviting and affectionate. Everything that
had been missing from my work was suddenly there on
the page in front of me. It was as though I could finally
understand the beauty of a simple life. It was a wholly
transformative experience. I started to seek out corner
shops like these and, one by one, built up a collection
of drawings. Now that these shops are disappearing
fast, I feel almost obligated to draw as many of them as
I can before they are gone forever.

©IMAZOO GALLERY
Red Plum Blossom Shop, 2018
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How do you go about drawing a corner
shop?
I try to travel two or three times a year. If I see a corner
shop I like while I am out and about, I introduce myself
to the owner, telling them that I am an artist. Then I take
photographs, and chat with the owner about the shop. I
take a lot of close-up shots of exterior details like roofs,
wooden storefronts, garbage bins, wooden benches
and mailboxes. After that I go home, save the images,
and start deciding what I want to draw. I might shoot
over 20 locations but end up drawing only one of them.
Once I have made up my mind, I plan out my drawing
and start to sketch on paper, rather than on canvas.
I use 0.3H mechanical pencils, which let me avoid
creating big indents while I sketch. Finally, I put my pen
in a holder and start to draw. I mix a range of inks to
create about 80 different hues. It is a very painstaking
process, and involves changing pens several times. It
typically takes me three or four sessions to complete
a drawing. At the end of each session, I hang the
picture up on the wall and check to see if anything
looks disproportionate or out of place. When I have
finished, I coat each drawing with a layer of acrylic
waterproofing and UV spray, which protects them from
light and water damage.

forces of gentrification. Busy commercial and residential
areas are full of franchise convenience stores and
large supermarkets. That is why I like to go to secluded
villages, where stores are run by locals who have lived
in the same area their entire lives. Among my favorite
spots are: Danyang in North Chungcheong Province,
Hwaamsa Temple in Wanju, Unilam Valley in Jinan,
Bonghwa Samijung Valley in Gyeongju, Hampyeong,
Andong Hahoe Village and Bugil-myeon in Haenam
County.

You have published a book called Days of
Happiness with a Coin at a Corner Shop,
which contains both your drawings and
commentaries. What has been your favorite
corner shop to date?
The most memorable corner shop I’ve drawn so far is a
famous one called Seokchi Sanghoe, which could once
be found behind Gunsan Commercial High School.
It was run by an elderly man in his eighties. He ran
that 13m2 store for over 40 years. Everything inside
was tidy and the wooden boards on the exterior were
always clean and neat thanks to his dedication. I had
always planned to go back after I had finished drawing
it. However, I later heard that the store had closed and
new highway had been built in the area, completely
wiping out any remaining memory of the shop’s
existence. I also heard that the owner had passed
away. His store had seemed to tell his whole life story.
It left quite an impression on me.

Your drawings of corner shops make a lot
of people nostalgic about their childhood
memories. What are your own memories of
corner shops?
I was brought up in my grandfather’s house in Jecheon
County, North Chungcheong Province. My parents both
worked so my younger brother and I often stayed with
my grandparents. There was no electricity in the village
and at night, we lit the house with oil lamps. It was the
heart of the countryside! Eventually, my parents found
work in Seoul and the whole family moved to Seoul
together. Back in my youth, I was a real country girl and
those corner shops always filled me with fascination.
Modern convenience stores or supermarkets do not
have the same effect. When the sun went down and the
neighborhood got dark, all of the village children would
play in front of the corner shop because that would
be the only place where you could find a streetlamp.
These were not just stores to us.
Rather, they were places full of
imagination and joy. They didn’t
sell products, they sold stories.

You must have searched high and low for
corner shops. Where would you recommend
going in order to find picturesque stores?
The places where you can find these kinds of corner
shops are mainly areas that have so far resisted the

©IMAZOO GALLERY

Where would you recommend going in order
to find picturesque stores?
Well, to be honest, the places where you can find these
kinds of corner shops are mainly areas that have so far
resisted the forces of gentrification. Busy commercial
and residential areas are full of franchise convenience
stores and large supermarkets. That is why I like to go
to secluded villages, where stores are run by locals
who have lived in the same area for their entire lives.
Among my favorite spots are: Danyang in North
Chungcheong Province, Hwaamsa Temple in Wanju,
Unilam Valley in Jinan, Bonghwa Samijung Valley in
Gyeongju, Hampyeong, Andong Hahoe Village and
Bugil-myeon in Haenam County.

At Chilseong-myeon, 2018
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Roadside Resurgence
In recent years, Seoul’s Gyeongridan has become one of Korea’s most
popular and happening streets. But it is not without its competitors.
Other trendy roads, both in Seoul and in cities all over the country, are
starting to vie for Gyeongridan’s crown – with hip businesses breathing
new life into older residential and industrial neighborhoods

2. DAEREUNGWON BLACK & WHITE PHOTO STUDIO
Nowadays almost everyone has a digital camera on their cell
phone, but photographs taken the old fashioned way cannot
help but evoke a sense of nostalgia. Daereungwon Black &
White Photo Studio specializes in analog black and white
photography. Decked out with vintage furniture and antique
equipment, visits here are always a treat. Customers are
accepted on a first come, first served basis.
A 1081, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-749-4464
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Hwangridan-gil, Gyeongju:
In the Shadow of History
Gyeongju is every history fan’s
favorite Korean city. It was once

3. BAERI SAMREUNG PARK
From a golden Silla era crown-style
headbands to candles shaped like a
famous historical Gyeongju observatory,
matches etched with images of the Dabotap
Pagoda, badges shaped like the Bell of King
Seongdeok, and postcards featuring images
of historical tome The Veritable Records of
the Joseon Dynasty, the shop is a haven for
history nerds. This place is a must-visit if you
are searching for a perfect souvenir.
A 1083, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North
Gyeongsang Province

the capital of the Silla Kingdom
(57 BCE-935 CE), in the days
before Korea’s unification, and
sites dating back hundreds of
years can be found all over
the city – including historical
neighborhoods and royal
tombs. But history is not the only
attraction here. Youthful crowds
are also making their presence
felt, with a range of trendy
eateries and stores that help
put the young among the old –
making a unique cultural mix.
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1. EOSEOEOSEO
This store is a goldmine for bookworms, with poetry, novels,
essays and other titles on sale. EoseoEoseo is short for a
Korean expression that means “anywhere, nowhere.” Owner
Yang Sang-kyu says he had always dreamed of running a
bookstore. In an age when smaller local shops are being
pushed out by larger chains, Yang’s store is a welcoming
exception. With personally curated books aplenty, visitors here
will find peace and plenty of good reading material.
A 1083, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 10-6625-3958

4. CAFE THE KLAMP
The owners of Cafe The Klamp have converted
a traditional hanok house into a feat of modern
architecture. The building’s new shape was
inspired by a residence where Gojong, the
last Emperor of Korea, used to drink coffee. To
enhance the elegance of the space, the second
floor has been elevated slightly, with a guardrail
installed as a finishing detail. The rich cheesecake
and sweet carrot cake are popular favorites.
A 23-8, Cheomseong-ro 99beon-gil, Gyeongju,
North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 10-3595-3138
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9. NO WORDS
This is a coffee shop for lovers of minimalism,
with just an interior comprising little more than
a few seats and some large coffee machines.
Its owners serve nothing but coffee – and
regulars here rave about the flavor. Choose a
single or double-shot espresso, and enjoy the
strong, rich tastes.
A 1085, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North
Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 10-4820-6297

5. MERRY CRAFT
This energetic home interior shop is run by
a mother and daughter duo with unique
perspectives on interior design. The shop
features a collection of everyday items, all
arranged neatly. From glass plates to rattan
baskets and linen fabrics, all items here are
practical and eye-catching.
A 1083, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North
Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 70-7608-8260

6. CAFE 1909
This café is instantly recognizable, thanks to its
striking blue door. Take in views of the peaceful
Daereungwon scenery while you enjoy tasty
food, such as sweet and salty Royal Bulgogi
Pizza, with its satisfyingly chewy texture. Pair it
with a beer to complement the flavor. The café
also operates a hanok house where visitors can
stay to enjoy some peace and quiet.
A 1054, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North
Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 10-8926-3644

10. HWANGNAM WHEAT NOODLES
This eatery looks like a brunch café with its modern
marble interior and wide array of plants. However, it
actually sells milmyeon wheat noodles. The broth here is
made from Korean native beef and chicken bones, which
are slowly stewed with a range of medicinal herbs. The
noodles are cooked to order and are pleasantly chewy
and refreshing – a delight for all ages.
A 12, Poseok-ro 1068beon-gil, Gyeongju, North
Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-745-0096

7. NORDIC
Right at the entrance of Hwangridan-gil, you will find this
trendy brunch café, which arrived well before many of the
newer coffee shops in the area. The interior features an
open kitchen with white and beige chairs. Popular fare
here includes open sandwiches, with toppings such as
cream cheese, pesto, avocado and shrimp all slathered on
a slice of ciabatta. These Instagram-friendly snacks taste
every bit as good as they look!
A 1099, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-772-0512

8. KODO COFFEE BAR
This relatively new coffee shop is staffed by skilled baristas
who pour their hearts into delivering perfect coffee
creations. Visitors can stroll along the Daereungwon
stonewall walkway, or spend time in the scenic front yard.
You can also sample the rich flavors of the ever-popular
Cream Shower Latte, topped with sweet homemade cream.
A 22, Sonhyoja-gil, Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
P +82) 54-777-7776
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11. CHEONMA STATIONARY AND TOY SHOP
Take a trip down memory lane at this store, and remember a time before
cell phones and computer games were household items. This emporium
first opened here in Hwangnam-dong in 1978, and has been transporting
visitors back to their childhood years ever since. The colorful toys and
discontinued snacks captivate one and all.
A 1060, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju, North Gyeongsang Province
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2. BAKERS
Bread purists are fond of this bakery, which does not
sell coffee or any other beverages, but focuses only
on its baked goods. The bakers here only bake a
single batch of each item once a day, so be sure to
time your visit carefully. Best-sellers include chocolatecoated palmiers, fragrant basil scones and chocolate
croissants.
A 15, Jeonpo-daero 209beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
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3. CAFÉ MUGUNGHWA
This coffee shop has plenty of atmosphere, with its old-fashioned arch
entrance. Its owner is a fan of throwback styles, and left the building’s
original architecture intact, decorating the interior with 70s and 80s
furniture, lighting and ornaments. Milk tea is a popular menu here, and
is served in a suitably retro-look glass bottle.
A 1F, 9-7, Dongcheon-ro 108beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 70-1234-3210
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Jeonridan-gil, Busan: Post-Industrial
Renaissance
Busan’s Jeonpo district has undergone
an incredible transformation in the past
year, with cool cafés and trendy shops
popping up alongside older hardware
stores, red brick walls and grey cementsided factories – making for a unique
blend of the time-honored and the
brand new.

5. MARGARINE STUDIO
This small shop would feel rather full if only
three or four customers were to visit at once,
but it is replete with rare, exotic and unique
toys. Items here do include the familiar
Pokémon and Hobbangman pieces, but the
owner has also amassed a collection of less
common, vintage items. The store is a delight
for both the young and the young at heart.
A 221, Jeonpo-daero, Busanjin-gu, Busan

1. AWESOME
With its assortment of ornamental vintage
gadgets and its old school exterior, Café
Awesome is both a blast from the past and a taste
of the future. A quiet, cozy atmosphere, as well as
rich, sweet cream cheese cake and French toast
with seasonal fruit toppings provide plenty for the
well-heeled to rave about here.
A 25, Seojeon-ro 47beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 51-807-6645
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4. STRAWBERRY HAMMER
This jewelry shop keeps in step with the
design ethos on an alley otherwise full
of engineering and hardware stores. It
doubles as a craft studio for handmade
items, and visitors can take part in
interactive one-day jewelry making
classes.
A 25, Seojeon-ro 47beon-gil, Busanjingu, Busan
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9. BEFORE SUNSET
This café features large, pink windows and a
wooden floor, tables and chairs. Footage from
the movie Before Sunset is projected onto a wall.
The food is equally aesthetically pleasing, with
carefully plated ice cream and seasonal fruit, as
well as cakes topped with berries and rosemary
on crumpled parchment paper.
A 80, Seojeon-ro 46beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 70-4024-2940

6. MORU RESTAURANT
Foodies with a hankering for Japanese homestyle cuisine will rave about the fare here, and
lines are common due to the restaurant’s small
size and growing popularity. The experienced
owner makes a different curry dish preparation
every day. Other hit menu items include
korokke (Japanese-style croquettes) with
vegetables and karaage (Japanese fried
chicken).
A 37, Seojeon-ro 38beon-gil, Busanjin-gu,
Busan

10. PLASTIC
This café is housed in what used to be
a large hardware complex. With its
exposed concrete walls and ceilings,
electric wires and pipes, along with
trendy Scandinavian furniture, it is a visual
feast. Visitors love to sip a soft Einspänner
and take photos by the windows next to a
spot where the shop’s name is written out
in paint.
A 18, Seojeon-ro 37beon-gil, Busanjin-gu,
Busan
P +82) 10-2062-9583

7. BURGERSHOP
This hip burger joint has a trendy interior, and staff here bake a new
batch of buns every morning, using a careful balance of ingredients.
The buns stay satisfyingly firm and crisp throughout your entire meal.
Cooks here also create juicy patties that melt in your mouth.
A 11, Dongcheon-ro 108beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 51-911-4960

8. MY FAVORITE COOKIE
You cannot miss this American-style cookie
shop, with its bold blue exterior. The
cookies here are baked using premium
ingredients, and are preservative-free,
creating a thick, deliciously sticky texture
and a very authentic taste. Patrons can
choose from 10 varieties, including New
York Chocolate Chip, containing rich
chunks of Belgian chocolate.
A 26, Seojeon-ro 37beon-gil, Busanjin-gu,
Busan
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12. ORANDANG
Visitors with a sweet tooth would be welladvised to stop by this store to pick up
some Olanda, a sweet, roasted grain
snack that is made freshly here every day.
The cook uses starch syrup in his recipes,
rather than sugar, for a lighter texture – so
you can eat the Olanda without it getting
stuck to the roof of your mouth. Enjoy it
with a cup of coffee or tea, or have it
packaged as a gift for a friend.
A 1F, Gangdong Building, 9, Dongcheonro 108beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 10-4877-2405
11. WERK ROASTERS
Those with a taste for European gothic style will enjoy a visit to this café. On the
second floor, the seating comprises long, church pews arranged in rows. Baristas
here know their stuff: they can recommend a type of bean and coffee for you
based on your tastes. The Baby Latte, made with hand-roasted beans, provides a
pleasantly bitter yet soft drinking experience.
A 115, Seojeon-ro 58beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan
P +82) 51-992-1113
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Mangridan-gil, Seoul: Market Charm Meets
Metropolitan Flair
Some neighborhoods do not need eye-catching
architecture to gain appeal – their residents

2. MWDN COFFEE
With its retro-look wooden sign and
photogenic entrance, there is plenty of visual
charm on offer at this café. The style-conscious
owner used to work in the design and video
production industry. Its name has multiple
meanings, referring to a café in Mangwondong, my café in Mangwon-dong and a local
café in Mangwon-dong. The fine brews here
are a hit among coffee purists.
A 1F, 67, Mangwon-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 70-8838-9191

3. ZAPANGI
If pink is your color, Zapangi ought to be
your destination! The tone is set with a pink,
vending machine as the entrance. You might
struggle to understand what sort of place this
is from outside, but once inside, you will find
a wide array of drinks and snacks, including
bottled milk teas, strawberry cakes in tin-case,
decorated with mermaids – making for a very
photogenic experience.
A Haeoreum Apt. & Stores, 79, Worldcup-ro
13-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-325-8185

and atmosphere can make visiting them equally
exciting. Take Seoul Subway Line 6 to Mangwon
Station and come out of Exit 2 to find Mangwon
Traditional Market. From there, walk to Poeunrogil until you reach Mangridan-gil. This area was
once a quiet residential zone, and is near both
the Hongik University area (known as Hongdae
in Seoul) and Yeonam-dong. In recent years, it
has become a nightlife hotspot, full of restaurants
and bars. Yet its streets are still peaceful, and it
remains largely residential, despite a plethora of
fascinating new shops.

1. ZERO SPACE
With its spacious windows filled with interesting curios, this shop,
studio and showroom is operated by design company Zero Per Zero.
You can buy stationery items and posters in all sorts of sizes. Visitors
will feel pangs of wanderlust as they peruse travel-themed ornaments
and unique world maps.
A 32, Huiujeong-ro 16-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
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4. SEOUL COFFEE
This eatery also has a retro feel, and is full of
nostalgic memorabilia. The food and drinks
here differ from the fare in other hip eateries
in the area. Visitors enjoy the pumpkin rice
punch made from savory malt, as well as
Angbutter bread with red bean paste and
butter. Appetizing soft miniature white bread
preparations with butter also look every bit as
good as they taste.
A 1F, 90, Poeun-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-333-0861
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9. SALT HOUSE
Handmade deli meat can be hard to come by in Korea. This famous
establishment was co-founded by designer and singer-songwriter
Jang Dae-won and cellist and chef George Durham. The food here
contains no artificial flavoring or additives, and is made with great
care. You can find various kinds of bacon and the fermented raw
ham is a specialty. Hungry visitors can also buy sandwiches.
A 14, Worldcup-ro 19-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-336-2617

5. ARCADE BAR SEOUL
Old-school video and arcade game fans will love this
venue, which is owned by Jang Woo-hyuk, a member
of 90s K-pop group H.O.T. A large sign reading
“arcade” can be found outside, and the shop is
decorated with 90s bric-a-brac. In the basement, you
can play video games while sipping on craft beer. And
if you are very lucky, you may even get the chance to
meet Jang Woo-hyuk in person when he comes out to
greet customers.
A 82, Mangwon-ro 2-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-336-1945

6. COFFEE SHOP DONGGYEONG
Do not let this café’s understated exterior fool
you – the cream-topped hand-dripped coffee is
a big hit here, as is the Vienna Coffee. Queues
can get long here – you may have to wait
for up to an hour for a cup of coffee at this
quintessential Mangwon venue.
A 21, Mangwon-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 70-4845-0619

7. FIVE DAYS A WEEK
As the name suggests, this diner is only
open five days, and closes on Sundays and
Mondays. All are welcome here – even those
who prefer to eat or drink alone. Mild but
rich flavors are plentiful, with dishes like
butter chicken curry, beef and cucumber rice
shakshuka, and goulash – all favorites among
loyal customers.
A 89, Poeun-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 70-8690-0511

8. MANGWON-DONG INSTANT UDONG
Many Koreans believe that noodles cooked in broth can cure hangovers
– which is why many of this eatery’s patrons tend to visit in the wee
small hours. The round, flat, chewy noodles here are ˝instantly˝ made
to order. The broth, meanwhile, is made from boiled fish and seasoned
paste, with fiery minced chili peppers, for a spicy yet refreshing taste.
Diners who are not so fond of spicy food can ask for a milder, pastefree preparation.
A 83, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-336-1330
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10. SOSO MOONGOO
Located near Mangwon Hangang Park, this stationery select shop offers
visitors a range of paper and writing products. Co-founded by two college
classmates, the shop offers products ranging from standard stationary
items to designer pieces, in addition to items created in association with
independent illustrators. Visit if you are on the lookout for small postcards,
paper notebooks, calendars, memo pads or pencils.
A 33, Mangwon-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-2274-1228

11. GYEONGGI TTEOK
Another new Mangwon-dong landmark, this is considered one
of the top three tteok (rice cake) shops in Seoul. Customers
come here from all over the country and the tteok here tastes
memorable to say the least, and is not overly sweet. It is run
by a father and his four sons, who use only high-quality rice
in their addictively sticky preparations. Try North Korean-style
rice cakes, with toppings on the outside, rather than filled in the
middle, like the South Korean way.
A 24, Donggyo-ro 9-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
P +82) 2-333-8880
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Long Live Local!
Local businesses are responsible for some of Korea’s most unique brands.
Here are a few companies from around the country that are now garnering
nationwide attention from a new generation of shoppers.

9. Jeju Island _
Blossom Jeju

7. Sunchang,
North Jeolla
Province _ Jang &
Craft Brewery
2. PyeongChang,
Gangwon
Province_ Bread
Memil
1. Busan _
Galmegi Brewing
Galmegi Brewing is
transforming Busan, a
city famed for its film
festival and seaside,
into a destination
for beer enthusiasts.
The brewery was
established by a
group of expats in
the city four years
ago, and has now
won a name for itself
as a pioneer of craft
beer. It was also the
first American-style
brewery to bring
Gose, Imperial Stout
and Double IPA to
Korea. Galmegi
Brewing operates five
stores in Busan.
P +82) 51-622-8990

1
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Bread Memil, located
in a side alley off
PyeongChang
Traditional Market,
is a bakery that
produces bread
using locally sourced
ingredients. Baked
goods here are made
with buckwheat
(a PyeongChang
specialty), Korean
thistle, potatoes
and native Korean
Hanwoo beef. Bakers
also use honey rather
than sugar, and a
natural ferment made
from orange juice
instead of yeast. They
also use seasonal
ingredients all year
round, providing
customers with plenty
of variety.
P +82) 33-333-0497

2

5. Ulsan _
Boksoondoga

3. Daegu _ Coffee
Myungga
Daegu has the
highest rate of coffee
shops per capita
among Korea’s six
metropolitan cities.
Launched in 1988,
Coffee Myungga
started making use of
whole bean ground
coffee in 1992, at
a time when coffee
beans were still a
rarity in Korea. The
brand now boasts
some 30 outlets and
even has a branch
in China. The shop
in Daegu’s Suseong
district is a must-visit
for coffee fans, with
a coffee museum,
coffee production
simulation lab and a
quiet room for guests
who like to drink in
peace.
P +82) 53-743-0892

3

4. Sokcho, Gangwon
Province _ Y Craft
Boats
Y Craft Boats is a
maritime leisure multiplex
built on the site of the
old Chilseong Shipyard.
It is located next to
Cheongcho Lake, one of
the most famous lagoons
on the east coast. The
multiplex is run by the
grandson of the founder
of Chilseong Shipyard
and produces tailor-made
canoes and kayaks.
Visitors can also take oneday class where they can
learn to make their own
wooden surfboards.
P +82) 70-4962-2309

4

Uljoo County natives
Kim Jeong-shik
and his wife Park
Bok-soon are the
masterminds behind
Boksoondoga’s
makgeolli (traditional
rice wine), a handmade, homebrewed recipe. They
create the tipple by
fermenting locally
grown rice with yeast
in a traditional pot.
As everything they
sell is hand-made,
production is limited
to 150 bottles per
day. The makgeolli
they sell has a
pleasant and natural
effervescence.
P +82) 1577-6746

5

6. Gochang,
North Jeolla
Province _
Hyangjindang
Hyangjindang
started out as a small
mill in 1985, in the
UNESCO-protected
village of Gochang,
in North Jeolla
Province. Its owners
use locally sourced
ingredients and
traditional methods to
produce sesame oil,
perilla oil and other
culinary ingredients.
The owners have
formed a partnership
with local farmers
who have pledged
not to use chemicals
on their crops.
P +82) 70-40010905

6

Sunchang is wellknown for its mineralrich water, providing
ideal conditions for
salt fermentation.
That is why so many
makers of saltfermented sauces
and pastes have
traditionally flocked
to the area. Jang
& Craft Brewery,
formerly the operator
of a craft beer pub
in Gangnam, Seoul,
has also reaped
the benefits of the
Sunchang water,
relocating here from
the capital in January
2015. The company
now produces six
types of craft beer,
including Sunchang
IPA.
P +82) 63-653-9750

7

8. Hadong, South
Gyeongsang
Province _
Ssanggye Tea
Ssanggye Tea
is a wild tea
brand created
by governmentrecognized Korean
food master Kim
Dong-gon. Kim
blends ingredients
from tea farms near
Jiri Mountain, known
as the homeland
of Korean tea. The
brand offers a range
of unique Korean
teas. The Ssanggye
Tea House can be
found next to the
Hwagae Traditional
Market. Visitors can
stop by for tea and
desserts, or pay
a visit to the tea
museum.
P +82) 55-884-8100

8

Blossom Jeju is a
natural beauty brand
that uses ingredients
harvested from
flowers and fruits
that grow in the
clean and rich Jeju
air and volcanic
soil. Products here
make use of native
Jeju plant extracts,
such as camellia oil
and red beet. These
organic ingredients
help Blossom Jeju
make products
suitable for customers
with sensitive or
delicate skin. The
brand has recently
gained popularity in
the United States and
Europe, and has been
featured on K-Beauty
website Glow Recipe.
P +82) 64-739-4024
10. Jeju Island _
Stone Jeju
Porous black basalt
rock can be found
all over Jeju Island.
Stone Jeju is a
household goods
brand that embraces
the natural beauty
of this eye-catching
volcanic stone.
Notable products
include aromatic
Mongdol candles,
Mayoo soap and air
fresheners. The goods
will remind you of the
volcanic island of Jeju
in the most fragrant of
manners. Stone Jeju
goods are available
at a number of hotels
and souvenir shops
all around Jeju.
P +82) 64-746-0557

9
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Busan Gukje Market

Market Marvels
Markets are not just places where items get bought and sold. They actually offer
fascinating insights into the lives of ordinary people, and in many instances, are
the beating heart of a local community. Here are 12 exciting markets from across
the country – all replete with captivating sights and tempting eateries.

Gukje Market was launched by a group of refugees from
the Korean War in the early 1950s. It has since grown
into a labyrinthine shopping haven with over 650 stalls.
Signature street food is always a hit here, including sweet
hotteok pancakes with mixed nuts and seeds, spicy glass
noodles and fried tofu pockets. Nearby, you will find
a number of Busan’s most popular tourist destinations,
including Bosudong Book Alley, Jagalchi Market, the Can
Market and the Busan International Film Festival Street –
making the neighborhood a must-visit for all.

Gongju Sanseong Market
This market is in Gongju, a town famed for its chestnuts.
It is another five-day market, and opens on days ending
with 1 and 6 every month (the 1st, 6th, 11th and so on).
Many items here a made using region’s specialty,
like the chestnut rice wine, chestnut custard, chestnut
onion pancake and chestnut jelly, which all enjoy great
popularity. The market also features a botanical garden
replete with over 1,000 plants, kid’s café and book café,
where you can enjoy coffee while you relax with a book.

Yangpyeong Clean Water Market

Incheon Singi Market
Located near Incheon International Airport,
Singi Market is a popular stop for transit
customers. Visitors here can take part in
programs that allow them to experience
Korean culture. You can even get a feel
of what it was once like to buy and sell in
a traditional market, by exchanging cash
for Singi Tongbo, tokens modeled after the
Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) coins. You can
use these tokens to pay for food and goods
at market stalls. Meanwhile at the cultural
center, you can participate in a range of
traditional craft-related activities.

Another older venue, this market has been in place for
around a century. It is open five days every month: on
the 3rd, 8th, 13th, 18th, 23rd and 28th, meaning travelers
here need to plan their visits carefully. The venue still
carries the look of a market from days gone by, with
snacks like old-fashioned hog dogs, chewy donuts,
Korean pancakes, pig’s trotters and noodles on sale.
A flea market operates here on Saturday
nights and art fans can visit the
interactive craft stalls.

Jeju Dongmun Market

Daegu Seomun Market
This historic venue dates back to the Joseon Dynasty
era, when it was one of the three most notable markets
in the country. Still massive today, Seomun Market has
over 5,000 stores. The area is renowned for its highquality textiles, and visitors can also buy a range of silk,
satin, linen and cotton. Food items are also popular,
with a large selection of dried fish. The market offers
numerous attractive dining options, such as traditional
Daegu-style flat dumplings, fried blue crab, conch
skewers, pork belly jjajangmyun
(Chinese black bean noodle)
and kaljebi (homemade
noodle and dough flakes).

Seoul Gwangjang Market
Now 112 years old, this traditional venue
was Korea’s first permanent market and
has been selected as one of Chinese
travelers’ top 10 destinations. There are
shops here that cater to all tastes and
ages, with toys, antiques and beautiful
hanbok (traditional Korean attire) on sale.
In the food alley – open until late at night
– visitors both domestic and international
come to experience authentic local casual
dining.

Bucheon Yeokgok Sangsang Market
Film, cartoon and animation festivals are held in Bucheon
and cartoon themes are aplenty at this market. Attractive to
younger crowds, the market’s iconic white bear character
is ubiquitous here, and you can find toy stores, libraries,
book cafes and more here. During the Bucheon International
Film Festival, the market attracts many customers, who are
particularly fond of sampling chimek (chicken and beer) or
trying their hands at rice cake-making.
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This market is a must-visit destination for travelers
to Jeju Island. It retails regional specialties
like seafood, as well as hallabong and
cheonhyehyang, two varieties of sweet citrus
fruit. There are plenty of popular local dishes
here too, like boiled or fried hairtail fish and sea
conch soup, as well as sea urchin and seaweed
soup. You can also buy snacks made from
crops farmed on Jeju, with peanut ice cream
and tangerine juice offering unique dining
experiences. If you are too
pressed for time to pay an inperson visit, you can use the
market’s delivery system,
making shopping more
convenient than ever.

Jeongseon Arirang Market
Korea’s largest five-day market, Arirang Market, is a
key stop on any gourmet tour of Gangwon Province.
Food stands are aplenty here, and they offer regional
favorites, such as seasoned thistle rice, buckwheat
crepes and tadpole-shaped noodles. There is a wide
range of seasonal herbs and vegetables on sale, and
cultural events are held here, including Jeongseon’s
standout Arirang performance.

Seoul Dongmyo Flea Market
This market is located near Dongmyo
Shrine, the burial site of Guan Yu, one of the
leading figures in the 14thcentury historical
tome, the Romance of Three Kingdoms. It
is connected to Seoul Pungmul Market to
the east and Hwanghak Flea Market to the
south, offering a massive array of shopping
options. The venue is a favorite haunt for
celebrities and famous designers, and is
becoming a hotspot for hip young folks.
From vintage clothing shops where you can
buy a suit for just KRW 10,000 to eccentric
antique emporiums and trendy street style
items, Dongmyo Flea Market offers visitors a
wide range of sights and sounds.

Gwangju 1913 Songjeongyeok Market
This market was established in 1913, hence its
name. Songjeongyeok Market used to be a thriving
commercial center, and although it has lost much of its
traditional customer base to larger department stores it
has undergone a remarkable transformation in recent
years. Its overhaul has seen it switch its focus from
selling basic commodities to retailing eye-catching
niche items. The result is a mix of older stores and new
trendy outlets that are a hit among both the old and the
young. The latter category includes the likes of Gaeng
Boy, which sells fresh fruit and sweet red bean jelly.
Ttoa Bread is a popular bakery, and Wheat Brewery
sells home-brewed beer.

Wonju Jungang Market
Spanning over two floors, the Wonju Jungang Market
comprises a traditional market on its first floor, which still looks
much the same as it did during its heyday, with the Miro Art
Market on the second floor. Run by young artists, this hip and
trendy floor has over 70 shops, including cafes, workshops,
galleries and more. Young artists put on a flea market every
second weekend of the month, and alley galleries showcase
works by up-and-coming artists.
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Tongyeong International Concert
Hall, Tongyeong, South Gyeongsang
Province
This international music festival began
in 1999, as an homage to the famous
composer Yun I-sang. Modern music
is performed here, and you can
take in works by composers both
from Korea and elsewhere in Asia.
This mesmerizing music festival has
won plenty of love from both local
and international attendees, with
its blend of sweet musical melodies
and Tongyeong’s magnificent spring
evening backdrops.

Chuncheon Mime Festival
Chuncheon, Gangwon Province
This festival is considered to
be one of the top three mime
festivals in the world, ranking
alongside the Mimos Mime
Festival in France and the London
International Mime Festival.
Founded some 30 years ago,
the Chuncheon Mime Festival is
every inch an international event,
with artists from over a dozen
countries, as well as circuses, fire
shows and traditional Korean
music concerts.

April
Gyeonggi-jeon and Pungnammoon, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
Jeonju is famous for its cultural
heritage sites, and this night
festival operates until 10pm.
You can experience a wide
range of activities, with
hanbok (traditional Korean
attire), Korean food specialties
and architecture all on show
throughout the streets and alleys
of the city. There is plenty to see
along the way, with flashmobs,
performances and traditional
street food on offer.

Hansan Mosi Festival
Hansan Mosi Building, Seocheon County, South
Chungcheong Province
Fashion fans are in for a treat at this festival, where
you can learn about the fascinating 1,500-year
history of Hansan Ramie textiles. Festival-goers can
take hands-on Hansan Ramie craft classes from textile
experts, and watch traditional gilssamnori weaving
performances, whereby participants dance as they
hold long pieces of fabric attached to a pole or tree.
This ever-lively festival is full of delights for those with
a thirst for Korean crafts.

Starlight Musical Festival
Incheon PARADISE CITY
CULTURE PARK
Enjoy musicals as you have never
seen them before – under the
open skies, in a vast, grass-filled
field. PARADISE CITY allows allcomers to watch original musical
performances and exciting
dancing, held at the CULTURE
PARK every fall. Revelers can
delight in Halloween festivities
and other activities over two
days, with daytime and nighttime
performances providing no
shortage of passion and emotionfilled energy amid gorgeous
natural settings. The Starlight
Musical Festival is a feast of audio
and visual fun that is bound to
delight both hardcore musical fans
and first-time spectators.

Gangneung Coffee Festival
Gangneung, Gangwon Province
Gangneung is famous for its “coffee
street,” and hosts a festival every
fall, which draws in scores of coffee
enthusiasts. As well as some greattasting beverages and coffee brewing
experiences, participants can take in
barista performances, competitions
and showcases for famous cafés. You
can also peruse a vast coffee-themed
marketplace replete with the finest of
beans, sourced from all over the world.

Modern History Museum
and Time Travel Village,
Gunsan, North Jeolla
Province
Gunsan is noteworthy
among Korean history
buffs as so much Japanese
colonial period-era
architecture can still be
found here, much of it
largely intact. This festival
aims to reconstruct what the
city looked like a century
ago. The old stands beside
the new here, with trendy
eateries and modern
entertainment also on hand.

Itaewon Global Village
Festival

Itaewon, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
Itaewon is famous for being
the most culturally diverse
neighborhood in Korea. The
area celebrates its diversity with
the global village festival every
October. All sorts of excitement is
on offer here, with food and music
from scores of countries, parades
that are often 800-people strong,
K-pop concerts and yet more
cultural entertainment.

Incheon Airport Sky
Festival
Incheon PARADISE CITY
CULTURE PARK (Incheon
International Airport Culture
Park)
This festival is held every
September in Incheon, Korea’s
gateway city, and showcases
a wide range of musical
performances. Festival-goers
can take in everything, from
electrifying sets by K-pop stars to
traditional Korean folk melodies.
Classical pianists also play
favorite numbers, while musical
actors take part in a crossover
concert. Concertgoers can also
take in Virtual Reality, Korean
calligraphy and paper airplane
folding experiences at special
booths. Furthermore, visitors can
watch feature films in a family
movie theater or play a range of
fun carnival games.

December

June

Tongyeong International Music
Festival
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Night of Jeonju & Heritage
Story

Daecheon Beach and Downtown
Areas, Boryeong, South
Chungcheong Province
This lively festival is one of Korea’s
most popular summer events.
Daechon Beach is famous for its
glittering white sands. Visitors here
love to bathe in the salt water,
and enjoy a range of fun, mudrelated experiences. Boryeong’s
mud is well known for its health
benefits. Beauty enthusiasts swear
by the properties of its nutritious
germanium and high mineral
content.

Gunsan Time Travel
Festival

November

Gamcheon-dong, Saha-gu, Busan
Gamcheon Culture Village started
out as a home for refugees from the
Korean War (1950-1953), and retains
an exotic atmosphere, with its network
of stairways that let residents see
right into their neighbors’ houses, as
well as maze-like alleys and colorful
rooftops. The festival provides a
variety of programs, including a tour
of the area’s alleys, a guided artwork
tour of some 60 exhibits, buskers’
performances and unique food
experiences.

Boryeong Mud Festival

October

March
Gamcheon Culture Village Alley
Festival

Ye’s Park, Icheon, Gyeonggi
Province
Craft and art fans alike will
be wowed by the Korean
pottery exhibitions on show
at this festival. You can
take in a range of sights
here, with everything from
traditional pieces to modern
Korean ceramics on show.
There is also a marketplace
for ceramic products and
a range of interactive
ceramics workshops. The
location itself is every bit
as impressive: Ye’s Park is a
nature-lover’s delight, with
400,000m2 of grass- and
flower-filled fields.

May

February

January

Jeongok-ri, Yeoncheon County, Gyeonggi
Province
Jeongok-ri sits on the banks of Hantan
River, and is known for its collection of
Paleolithic ruins. Four Acheulean hand-axe
fragments were discovered here in 1978
– marking an East Asian first. The festival
takes place in the cold winter months,
and visitors can enjoy a range of frosty
fun, with prehistoric living experiences in
huge igloos, in addition to impressive ice
sculpture exhibitions. Hungry patrons can
head to the Paleolithic Barbeque Site for
some roasted delicacies!

Icheon Ceramic Festival

July

Bucheon, Gyeonggi Province
This festival has recently celebrated its
22nd successful year, and is one of the
three largest fantastic film festivals in
the world. Its organizers screen a large
selection of films that rarely get movie
theater airings. They also hold debates
between cast members, directors and the
public. During festival times, Bucheon
throngs with movie fans and film-related
events.

No matter when you choose to visit Korea – or where you choose
to go in the country – you can be sure that a thrilling festival is just
around the corner. With seasonal food, cultural insights and plenty of
fun, festive excitement is always at hand.

August

Bucheon International Fantastic
Film Festival

Festive Fervor

Yeoncheon Paleolithic Winter Tour

September
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Jeju Olle Walking
Festival
Jeju Olle Routes 5, 6 and 7,
Seogwipo, Jeju Island
Ramblers and hikers are in for
a treat at this festival, where
you can walk along curated
trails, and take in enthralling
musical concerts or sample
local delicacies as you do so.
More than 10,000 people
from all over the world –
hailing from countries as far
afield as Taiwan, the United
States, the UK, Japan and
Canada – join locals on this
epic and joyful trek.
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Phenomenal Fare
Korean villages are not just
picturesque bastions of tranquility –
many of them are also renowned for
their delectable culinary specialties.
Join us on a tour of some of the
country’s most notable foodie-friendly
destinations.
Hoengseong Sanchae
Village, Hoengseong
County, Gangwon
Province
This village, set deep in the
Gangwon mountains, is a
gourmet’s delight, with its
wide selection of greens
and seasonal herbs. The
village runs interactive
farming programs, as well
as a tour of the mountains,
guided by local forest and
faring experts. Foraging
for your own wild greens
and learning to cook them
provides an enthralling
learning experience.

Deorimi Eel Village, Ganghwa
County, Incheon
Eels have traditionally thrived in the
waters around Deorimi Port, where
the Han River meets the West Sea.
Eel restaurants are aplenty here.
For a purer eel taste, try salt-grilled
preparations. Alternatively, you can
sample marinated eel, steeped in
soy sauce and malt syrup or honey.

Chubu Chueotang Village,
Geumsan County, South
Chungcheong Province
Chueotang, or ground mudfish soup,
is renowned for its health-bestowing
properties, with high calcium, mineral
and protein content. Cooks here use
mudfish caught from the clean waters
of the Geum River. Ginseng is another
local specialty, and is known to boost
the immune system.
Imsil Cheese Village, Imsil County, North
Jeolla Province
Cheese production first began in Korea in 1966,
when a Belgian priest in this region started using the
milk from two of his goats to make cheese. The Imsil
Cheese Village is unique, and as well as great local
cheese, it also offers hands-on programs for visitors,
who can lend a hand with goat rearing, and making
pizzas. The village also holds an annual festival – a
must-visit for cheese-lovers.

Gwangyang Bulgogi Street,
Gwangyang, South Jeolla Province
Charcoal smoke rises from every building
in Bulgogi Street, as the aroma of grilled,
marinated meat drifts across the entire area.
The meat preparations in this neighborhood
have been famous since the late Joseon
Dynasty (1392-1910), with people from
all over the country making the journey to
sample the regional specialty. The beef used
here comes from cows raised on the pristine
slopes of nearby Mt. Baegun. The meat is
marinated in a signature sweet sauce, and
grilled over high-quality charcoal for an
unforgettable flavor.
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Yongdaeri Dried Pollack Village, Inje
County, Gangwon Province
Yellow, dried pollack is a famous winter treat.
During the colder months, villagers here hang huge
quantities of pollack from wooden stands, leaving
them to dry in the winter air. The area also holds an
annual festival, whereby visitors can join seminars
and learn about the complexities of the 33-step
drying process, help fry dried fish and take part in
fish-skewing competitions.
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Songcheon Rice Cake Village, Yangyang
County, Gangwon Province
A cluster of 30 houses in this small village makes use
of organic sticky rice and pesticide-free mugwort and
aster to make tteok (rice cake), which are bashed into
shape using traditional wooden mallets. The tteok from
this region is well-known and is sent to outlets all over
Korea. You can also experience Korean tteok-making
culture through a range of fun and traditional games
that you can play with many of the villagers.
Chopyeong Carp Village, Jincheon
County, North Chungcheong
Province
This village sits next to the Chopyeong
Reservoir. Eateries here sell spicy
freshwater fish stews and steamed carp
preparations. Known as a health tonic,
carp has been fished here for generations,
and many of the restaurants here are family
businesses that have been in operation
for decades. The Steamed Carp Festival
is held here every October, offering
free tasting sessions, and competitions
whereby participants try to catch carp
with nothing but their bare hands!

Makgeolli Alley, Jeonju, North Jeolla
Province
Makgeolli is a distinctive rice liquor, distilled from
rice. It enjoys popularity all over the country, but
this village is arguably its spiritual home. Stores like
the One Kettle Makgeoli House are a hit among locals and
visitors alike. For as little as KRW 20,000 you can have a full
meal, including makgeolli, oysters, sea cucumber, pickled
skate and pickled crabs. The village also provides the antidote
to hangovers – in the form of Jeonju’s famous bean sprout and
rice soup.

Sunchang Gochujang Village, Sunchang County,
North Jeolla Province
This village provides a feast for all the senses, with its
serene hanok (Korean traditional houses), and its famous
gochujang (hot chili paste). It was founded in 1997,
when cooking experts from all over the country decided
to relocate to the area. Now they live here, in over 40
houses, sharing their expertise and making all kinds of
gochujang recipes. Visitors can try their hands at making
gochujang and other salt-fermented pastes at the village’s
Experience Center.

서울시 중구 을지로 3가 156
경진빌딩 5층
노말에이 NORMAL A

서울시 중구 을지로 121-1 2층
커피사 마리아 COFFEESA MARIA
서울시 중구 을지로16길 5-1 3층
안성집 ANSEONGJIP
서울시 중구 을지로15길 19
마구간 MAGUGAN
서울 중구 마른내로2길 15-6
커피 한약방 COFFEE
HANYAKBANG

서울시 중구 삼일대로12길 16-6
잔 JAN
서울시 중구 수표로 52 3층

거북이슈퍼 TURTLE SUPERMARKET
서울시 종로구 수표로28길 17-25
낙원장 NAKWONJANG

서울시 성동구 연무장3길 8
율이에 YUUL YIE
서울시 성동구 연무장3길 10
팩피 FAGP

서울시 종로구 돈화문로11다길 46-1
경양식1920 1920
GYEONGYANGSIK1920

서울시 성동구 연무장길 18
페넥 FENNEC

서울시 성동구 왕십리로 136
자그마치 ZAGMACHI
서울시 성동구 성수이로 88
WDH
서울시 성동구 연무장길 8-1
외가집 OEGAJIP

서울시 성동구 연무장길 17
어메이징 브루잉 컴퍼니 AMAZING
BREWING COMPANY
서울시 성동구 성수일로4길 4
성수동 소문난 감자탕
SEONGSUDONG SOMUNNAN
GAMJATANG

서울시 종로구 수표로28길 25 낙원장
식물 SIKMUL

서울시 종로구 수표로28길 17-30
아씨방 ASSI BANGATGAN
서울시 종로구 돈화문로11다길 47
녹기전에 NOKGIJEONE
서울시 종로구 익선동 120
창화당 CHANGHWADANG
서울시 종로구 수표로28길 23
만홧가게 MANWHATGAGE

서울시 종로구 수표로28길 33-7
동남아 DONGNAMAH
서울시 종로구 수표로28길 23-6

서울시 성동구 연무장길 45

80p ROADSIDE RESURGENCE
어서어서 EOSEOEOSEO
경상북도 경주시 포석로 1083
대릉원 흑백사진관
DAEREUNGWON BLACK & WHITE
PHOTO STUDIO
경상북도 경주시 포석로 1081
배리삼릉공원 BAERI SAMREUNG
PARK

경상북도 경주시 포석로 1083
카페 더 클램프 CAFE THE KLAMP
경상북도 경주시 첨성로99번길 23-8
카페 1909 CAFE1909

경상북도 경주시 포석로 1099
고도 카페 KODO COFFEE BAR
경상북도 경주시 손효자길 22
노워즈 NO WORDS

경상북도 경주시 포석로 1085
황남밀면 HWANGNAM WHEAT
NOODLES

경상북도 경주시 포석로1068번길 12
천마 문구완구백화점
CHEONMA STATIONARY AND
TOY SHOP
경상북도 경주시 포석로 1060

하회 세계탈 박물관 HAHOE
WORLD MASK MUSEUM

경상북도 안동시 풍천면 전서로 206
목석원 MOKSEOKWON
경상북도 안동시 풍천면 전서로 159
하회대가찜닭 HAHOE DAEGA
JJIMDAK

경상북도 안동시 풍천면 전서로 206
지산고택 JISAN HISTORICAL
HOME
경상북도 안동시 풍천면 하회리
종가길 35-14
시월애 단팥빵 SIWOLAE

경상북도 안동시 풍천면 전서로 196
전동성당 JEONDONG
CATHEDRAL
전라북도 전주시 완산구 태조로 51
한국집 KOREA HOUSE

전라북도 전주시 완산구 어진길 119
벽화마을 MURAL VILLAGE
전라북도 전주시 완산구 교동 50158
김치 문화관 KIMCHI CULTURE
CENTER
전라북도 전주시 완산구 어진길 29
한지 박물관 HANJI PAPER
MUSEUM

good selections

경상북도 경주시 포석로 1054
메리크래프트 MERRY CRAFT
경상북도 경주시 포석로 1083
노르딕 NORDIC

Seomjin River Jaecheop Village,
Hadong County, South Gyeongsang
Province
The marsh clams (jaecheop) in this village are
so popular that even the roofs on its houses are
crafted to resemble the shape of their shells.
Jaecheop are found only in the very cleanest
of Korean rivers, and can only be gathered
naturally from the Seomjin River. You can find
a vast selection of dishes made from jaecheop
at the village, with soup, savory pancakes and
even raw preparations on offer.

오르에르 OR.ER
서울시 성동구 연무장길 18
포인트 오브 뷰 POINT OF VIEW

어썸 AWESOME
부산시 부산진구 서전로47번길 25
베이커스 BAKERS

부산시 부산진구 전포대로209번길
15
카페무궁화 CAFÉ MUGUNGHWA

부산시 부산진구 동천로108번길 9-7,
1층
딸기망치 STRAWBERRY HAMMER
부산시 부산진구 서전로47번길 25
마가린상점 MARGARINE STUDIO
부산시 부산진구 전포대로 221
모루식당 MORU RESTAURANT
부산시 부산진구 서전로38번길 37
비포선셋 BEFORE SUNSET
부산 부산진구 서전로46번길 80
버거샵 BURGER SHOP

부산시 부산진구 동천로108번길 11
마이 페이보릿 쿠키
MY FAVORITE COOKIE
부산시 부산진구 서전로47번길 26
플라스틱 PLASTIC
부산시 부산진구 서전로37번길 18
베르크로스터스
WERK ROASTERS

부산시 부산진구 서전로58번길 115
오란당 ORANDANG
부산시 부산진구 동천로108번길 9
강동빌딩 1층

제로 스페이스 ZERO SPACE
서울시 마포구 희우정로16길 32
망원동내커피 MWDN COFFEE
서울시 마포구 망원로 67, 1층
자판기 ZAPANGI
서울시 마포구 월드컵로13길 79
해오름 주상복합
서울커피 SEOUL COFFEE

서울시 마포구 포은로 90，1층
지능계발 ARCADE BAR SEOUL
서울시 마포구 망원로2길 82
커피가게동경 COFFEE SHOP
DONGGYEONG

서울시 마포구 망원로6길 21
주오일식당 FIVE DAYS A WEEK
서울시 마포구 포은로 89
망원동 즉석우동 MANGWONDONG INSTANT UDON

전라북도 전주시 덕진구 팔복로 59
부채문화관 BUCHAE FAN CULTURE
CENTER
전라북도 전주시 완산구 경기전길 9
전통술 박물관 TRADITIONAL WINE
MUSEUM
전라북도 전주시 완산구 한지길74
다온한과 DAON HANGWA
경상북도 경주시 강동면 양동마을길
92-16
가비 GABI

전라북도 경주시 강동면 양동마을길
136
향단 HYANGDAN
경상북도 경주시 강동면 양동리 135
안강시장 ANGANG MARKET
경상북도 경주시 안강읍 안강시장길
25-17

서울시 마포구 동교로 83
소금집 SALT HOUSE
서울시 마포구 월드컵로19길 14
소소문구 SOSO MOONGOO
서울시 마포구 망원로 33
경기떡집 GYEONGGI TTEOK
서울시 마포구 동교로9길 24
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